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Preface. 

The paper here presented is to be regarded as the first part of a larger 
such which I originally thought to entitle: "The frog-Motive in the Art and 
Imaginative World of the South American Indian." The idea was, if possible, 
to place the Jppearance of the frog-motive in the ornamental art within a 
certain territory or culture in relation to the roll of the frog-motive in the 
Indian traditions and imaginative world of the corresponding territory or 
culture. for different reasons I have, however, found it better to divide th~ 
work in two parts; one descriptive, treating the appearance of the frog-motive 
in South American Indian . ornamental art and one, in which. I grouped 
accessible information about the frog in Indian mythology in order to cliscover 
its . function in this. An absolute congruity between both lines of the, investi
gation naturally cannot come into question, parily because of the simple fact 
that I here treat the- frog-motive as it appears on archeological material and 
then often within territories, about the earlier inhabitants of which not the 
smallest tradition or even knowledge of the language is preserved. 

A great deal" of the materialro this paper has been supplied . by the 
collections in Gothenburg's museum, especially the archeological from the 
-territory of Santarem where the frog-motive frequently appears, a fact which 
to some degree has given the impulse to this study. The facn is that I 1930 
staried my investigation of the roll of the frog-motive on the qasis of the 
Santarem ceramics, commissioned thereto by the late intendant of this museum, 
'Baron ERLAND NORDENSKIOLD . . In this connection I should like to express my 
.gratitude towards the deceased, that he always graciously pla~ed his excellent 
1.i~rai-y at my disposal and for the wa,rm interest he has always, bestowed on 
my investigation .. 

Anlhropos XXIX . 1934. 
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I also wish to thank my friends, Dr. SVEN Lovt:N, and Dr. WAL TER: 
KAUD~RN for the valuable advice and information which they have given me. 
For the translation .of my Sweetish manuscript I am greatly indebted to
FLORENCE ZIEGLER-LJUNGGREN, and for the execution of the drawings to the
art~st AXEL HJELM,. . . 

The Ethnographical Musetimof Gothenburg, "June) 933 . 
.' i 

HENRY 'VhSSCN. 

1. The Frog-Motive in the Amazonas. 

1. San tar e m. 

In the summer of 1922 the city of Santarem, situated at the entrance of Rio. 
Tapajoz into R.- Amazonas, was overtaken by a tremendous cloudburst which: 
appeared to have most interesting scientific consequences. Through the erosive 
power of the water remains of a former Indian culture which in many respects 
turned out tei be remarkable were uncovered and saved thanks be to the able 

. work of CURT NIMUENDAJU. (Camp. S. LINNe: Les recher.cliesarchiologiques 
de NIMUENDAJU au Bresil.) The results of the diggings of NIMUENDAJU . in the
territory which I with a collective name have termed the Santarem territory- · 
(fig. 1) all went to the ethnographical museum in Gothenburg. 

The numerous pottery fragments of which the Santarem collection mostly 
consists present an excellent field for the study of animal motives in the
-ceramics of this culture. To be sure the fragments are often quite. small and 
the execution very primitiv so that a definite decision of the animal figures 
cannot be made, but this does not prevent that we in the- collection have been 
able fo pick out a great many forms representing animals common for the
Amazon basin. Very characteristic are a sort of birds heads, displaying a bint 
with a curved beak, very likely the Urubu-rei (Sarcorhamphus papa); often 
mentioned in the Indian traetitions - a bird which undoubtedly through its. 
appearance must have caused great attention 1.. " . . 

It is a well-known fact that one may not always be able to decide exactly 
which animal one has. to do with, even though the ornamentation on a certain 
fragment be well preserved. The form may be highly conventionalized. If 
one then get in hand the final result of. a far gone process of conventionalisation 
of a certain animal motive without having knowledge of the foregoing stages. 
a definite decision as to fue.'motive: is impossible to make. : In the material 
from $antarem at the museum of Gothenburg I have been able to collect in 
series the various stages of such processes of c6nvenfionalizing~ The frog
motive which is treated. here has '. from a . naturalistic . reproduction been the 
origin of a pure geametrical, linealornamentatian. We shall in the fallawing 
mare clasely study the develape~ent .of c~~~~nti~~alism in these series. 

1 P. LE COIl\TE: L' Amazonie bresilienne, t. 2, p. 305. - "Orand v.autour bresilien. 
ayant jusqu'a 1 m. 10 d'envergure, et W1 magnifique plumage diversement colore. Parties 
~ues de Ja tete · et du cou peintes de jaune, d'orange et du rouge, iris d'un blanc pur, 
Collier gris, dos et dessous des ailes d'un rose pale, .bas du dos, ' pointe des aiJes et queue 
bien noires et ventre blanc." 
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As regards a Jiving frog or toad the most obvious parts of the body 
would be the head with the broad mouth and the outstanding eyes, and the 
limbs, especially the hind legs wivhtheir characteristic form . (fig. 6 K) . We 
shall see that just these details also play the most important roll in conven
tionalizing the motive, although the Santarem material also shows another type 
of frog for · the execution of which the charaderistic form of the limbs seem 
to have played no roll at all. The legs have entirely disappeared or have 
remained as apophysis which serve to hold the animal figure onto the sides of 
a clay vessel. In retribution the fluted or plain body has been pow.erfully exe
cuted, a technic which gives the frogs of this type the appearance of a beetle, 
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fig. ·2. Vessel from Santarem with frog placed so that it is turned towards the mouth of 

.. the vessel. Q. 11't. 24. 16. 42. 7'2. 


or something similar. In the Santarem ceramics frogs of this "insect type" 
are very common. In "L'Arcizeologie du Bassin de I'Amazone" by NORDEN

SKJOLD we find on pI. XXVI a series of this type from various places within : 
the territory of Santarem. The · author describes them as foJlows (op. cit.,. 
p. 49): "Grenouilles qui avaient dO. etre appliquees, comme decorations, sur des 

vases du genre de ceux qui ont ete representes sur la planche preceden1e. 

Certains de ces modelages ressemblent plut6t a· de grands scarabees; la styli~ 

sation en est sans doute la cause." In figs. 2 and 3 we can see how frogs of 

this "insect type" have been placed turned 10wards the mouth Oil the sides of 

clay vessels. We also find an exam pel of this frog type in fig. 4 A. fig. 4 


. serves 	in general to present samples of varying types of frogs heads which 
are to be found in the Santarem material. We find that the broad frog head 
as a rule is easily recognized even though certain details change considerably. 
The eyes are portrayed in· different ways; likewise the anterior of the mouth. 
In the aforementioned case we see two elevations at the mouth, similar to those 

.1 
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~:"~~ which mark the eyes. Other times the mouth section is marked merely by a 
~ .. ~ . I •:itt. . slight elevation (fig. 4 B, D). The surface may also be entirely smooth except 
~~ - for two small, point-like impressions which mark the animals nostrils (fig: 
~" 4 C, E). If we look more closely at the fragment, fig. 4 C, we find that the . 
~. section behind the eyes and the head are furnished with the same sort of pointe< . 
~.-. 
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~1, ' Ig. 3. Vessel of clay, Santarem. N~tice the frog which.on its back has a peculiar deco
~.,,~: . ration ~nsjsting of a snake. .O. M. 24.16.43. '/3. 

~::':'.: . . . . 


~~f like impressions as the two which serve for nostrils. Possibly the marking of
Ei? ~he later has given rise to the idea of continued decoration of the animal figure 
~::~. In the same style. fig. 4 r with a smooth mouth section has evidently· when 
~t,;. ~ complete been a whistle. On the lower side of the head runs, as shown in 
~{ the cross-section drawing, a channel which may have continued into a hollow 
~{ bOdY. According to what my friend, K. O. IZ1KOWITZ,' kindly has infonned 
.~ -: 

http:24.16.43
http:which.on
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me out · of hismanuscripf treating the· musical· instruments of the South 
American Indians, a whistle of this type is found, besides in Central America, 
precisely in the · Amazon · district .. 

:., 

E. 
., 

c 
Fig. 4. Types of frog-heads in the Santarem pottery. . All from the museum of Gothen
burg: A, 24. 16. 1. k. Carariaca; B, 24·. 16.6. e. Jacare; C, 25. 14. 155. Cu<;ary; D, 24. 16. 1. 

Carariaca; E, 25.14.159. Cu<;ary; f, 24.16.66. Santarem. '/ 3 • 

Conventionalizing a certain motive is usually followed by disintegration 
of the figure . We see this plainly in fig. 5 where fragments of the Santarem 
ceramics with conventionalized frogs are portrayed. The conventionalizing has 
had the effect that head, body and limbs have been released from one another 
whereby gradually certain sections have disappeared entirely. All of the forms 

http:24.16.66
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~f.~:. Fig. 5. fragments of potterYfr~~ the territory of Santarem showing conventional frog

~/( "shapes; Gothenburg museum: A, 24. 16.52. Santarem; B, 23.10.86. Santarem; C, 

"'.', . :24. 16.6. 'J2care; 'D, 24.16.7. Ac;uzaI; £, 23.10.582. Born Socego; f', 23.10. 349. Lavras; 

0, 25.14.215; Ag11a Boa, Rio Curua. · X . 

http:23.10.86
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Fig. 6. fragments with frog ornamentation showing the development of frog conventionali
sation in the Santarem material at the museum in Gothenburg: A, 23.10. 535. A~uzal;.. 
B, 24.16.66. Santarem; C, 24.16.52. Santarem; D, 24.16.63. Santarem; E, 25. 14. 36~ 
Santarem Aldea; F, 24.16.52. Santarem; 0, 25.14. 174. Cu~ary; H, 23.10.162. San
tarem; I, 24. 16.3. m. Sao Benerut1o; j, 24.16.33. Santarem; fig. 6 K, after LEWIN. %.

http:24.16.33
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portrayed in fig. 5 may however quite easily be determined as frogs. More 
difficult is the question, of the ornaments on such fragments as fig. 6 0, H. 
for those one must. necessarily know the foregoing stages in' order to decide 
that one has to do with the frog-motive. 

I have already shown that the hind legs of the frog must play an 
· important roll in conventionalizing this motive. The hind legs are charac
· teristic to portray (fig. 6 K) as a broad figure somewhat like a question mark 

· or an S. We also find this element characteristically portrayed on the fragment 
· fig. 6 A, B from A~uzal and Santarem. On 6 B the body as weIr as the head. 
· have been much reduced.. fig. 6 C shows us a stage further on with head 
and legs completely separated from one another and the body entirely absent. 
I would call the reader's attention to this fragment. Should we namely imagine 
the S-like figLlre which is formed by the hind legs dissolved in the joints we 

·would reach a stage in which the hind legs gave origin to an angular, straight
Jined ornamentation of the sort we can trace in fig. 6 D. This fragment has 
unfortunately suffered such damage that the ornament hardly appears. Even 
so we may get a cJearconception of this sort of angular, straight-lined 
ornamentation in fig. 6 I, an edge fragment, on which the frog head with its 
characteristic eye remains as further criterion that the carved angular ornament 

, traces ' its origin from the posture of the frog's legs. I f we imagine the next 
stage ' with even the "headbud" absent from the fragment a pure lineal' 
ornamental art should have developed. I dare not, however, in this connection 
maintain that the ornamentation on the fragment on fig. 6 J with absolute 
certainty should derive from the frog-motive. The ornamentation of this 
fragment naturally need not - individually considered - seek its origin in 
the frog-motive, as it certainly would be an exaggeration to say that all 
iriangular ornamentation in the Santarem material should necessa'rily have to 
do with the frog-motive. I do, however, wish to point out that conventionalizing 
, stently carded ' through may lead to this pure triangular, ornamentation. 

As the figure shows, fig. 6 I may even be considered as a simplified 
, of 6 E where we plainly see the frog's. head and the angular orna

· mentation. fig. 6 r is a variation of the same theme. In iig. 6 a the con
ventionalizing process has gone further. The head has lost its differentiated 
form, though still quite recognizable through the. ring-formed . impression 

marks the eye. finally the head as a projecting section disappears 
" tirely, ' The edge fragment has become smooth with the characteristic eyes 

· scattered among the straight-lined, traced ornamentation which has developed 
from the posture of the froglegs (fig. 6 H). The appearance of fragments 

, 0. might justify the assumption that even the proper edge-figure (5 0) 
. meant to impersonate a frog. Referring to the picture material and to what 

, been said in the foregoing, I thus repeat that in the' Santarem poHeiy 
, ,appears a conventionalizing of the frog-motive, leading to an ornamental art 
. ',which ' deviates so much from ' the primary form that it is possible to prove 

th~' origin only through the assistance of an entire chain of evolution" 
,; It is interesting that this ornamentation developed from the frog-motive 

is found again in the West Indies on the lower side of stamps which on the 
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· upper side are furnished with grips in the form off r 0 g s. DE Booy.2 
depicts such stamps from Salado Caves, Santo Domingo, but is not conscious 
of the fact that the ornamentation on. the lower side' has to do with the frog
motive. The animals on the upper side, "small animal fig~res with outspread 
legs, luted to the surface" he in one case, commenting on a stamp published 
by fEWKES, calls "an insect of the Coleoptera family" (op. cit., p. 95). SVEN 
LoveN is certain that it . is a questioIJ of frogchandleson the stamps from 
Salado Caves. Through the courtesy of this investigator -I am in a position 
to quote the following out of the manuscript of a newly revised and to a very 
great deal newly written work about the Tainos. with the completion · of which 
he is at the moment occupied:."Of great interest are the stamps with frog
handJes . which DE Booy found in Salado Caves. They rattle . when shaken, 

· a fact which suggests that they have had a special magical use, perhaps that 

fig. 7. De1aii of the ornamentation showing the frog-motive on earthenware vessel of 

face-urn type found in Guayabas, south. of Sania Cruz de ia Sierra. O. M .. 3.1.31. 1. III. 


of invoking the good spirit before the stamping with the. frog design occurs." 
LoveN, by the way, often occupies himself in his new work with the frog
motive and its roll in West Indian culture. Thus, for instance, he shows that 
"'the labyrinth" on Antillean stamps i$ a conventionalized form of the frog

· motive . . I shall therefore not hereafter- particularly concern' myself with the 
·frog-motive in the West Indies but refer to the above-named work by 'LoveN, . . ... 

It is of the greatest importance that with the find of a small clayum 

with the ~ aforesaid conventionalized Santarem . frog-motive. in. Guayabas, 

30 km s0tlth of Santa Cruz 'dela Sierra in 'Bolivia, ;;till another finding place 


· has been added to the chain of archaeological discoveries which connect the .',~. . 
Amazonas ·with Argentine.- The detail' of ornamentation in question on the 

~ 

day vessel just mentioned is reproduced in fig. 7. We clearly discern the .. 
~frog's outstanding eyes and the angular ornament. The vessel, which is of . 

the face-urn type, belongs to the museu'm of Gothenburg, but as Dr. A. Mf:

TRAUX has been permitted to' publish it I shall not here go into further details 

regarding it. I shall, however, although I have not yet . treated the material 

hom Argentine, touch upon a detail which' strengthens the impression that 


2 DE Booy: Pottery from certain caves in Eastern Santo Domingo, West Indies, 
.' pl. IX. 

. ' 
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the frog-rriotiv~ is 0neof· the elements in the Arawak culture current which, 
via Mojos, found its way along the eastern slope of :the Andes and further 
on to Calchaqui,. a ,culture current first pointed out by NORDENSKIOLD. This 
detail is the frog-motive on earthenware handles. , 

2. Th~frog~Motive o'n Vessel Grins. 
. . ' . .. ., . ',' . . L · . .. " .' 

In the Santarem ' material. are found, two fragments of undisputable 
" frogtype (fig. 'SA, B) which to judge from the breakage. surface evidently have 

'f)'~ '"..'.~", 
; ~\~ , tJ1'

'" A. 

c. 

E. 

D. 

F 
~ ~~ . . 

fl:~~' ' 
r . :,~l .'.'y~ ·r 
..."t ': , '- ':. 

.... . .~ 

):..... 
.:,; ~ .~. .I~, ' .I. 
~;t. ~....:,~ :. . . L • 

~~':: J , If " ' . ' It·, fig~ 8. The hog-motive on pottery-handles: A; O. M. 26.26.265. Mocajatuba; B, -O. M. 
~~ ' ' 25.14.212. Agua Boa, Rio Curua; C, Chiriqui, after HOLMES: Ancient art etc. fig. 138-; 
~;,. D, O. M. 28. '18.12. Pisco; E, F, R. M. 03.3.7179, 7144. Rio San francisco valley, after 
W~; NORDENSKIOLD; 0, R.M. 03.3. '7192. Rio San francisco valley; H, R.M. 03.3.7106. 
I~ . Rio San francisco valley; I, o..~. 1,5~ 2. 18... Holgu~n, Mizque valley; j, G. M. 22.12.1.I:: WalIu RIver, Bnflsh GUlana. %. 

~ -
?t'.: 
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been placed on clay vessels ' as a sort of grips or handle-like projections - an 

element which even appears with the frog-motive in Chiriqui (fig. 8 C). 


frog-figures serving as handles or placed as decoration on bow-shaped 
handles also occur in Peruvian pottery. MAX ,SCHMIDT depicts a clay vessel 
with bow-shaped handle from Pachacamac 3. The plastic decoration on the 
bow consists of a human head flanked by two frogs, the later supplied with 
a sort of very characteristic rings ' or spots on the back to which I shall later 
return. from the museum in Gothenburg I furthermore know of a vessel in 
black earthenware from Pisco which on the upper side has two handle-grips, 
judging from everyihing in conventionalized frog-form (fig. 8 D). .The 
similarity between these vessel grips and some published by NORDENSKIOLD 4 

from the valley of Rio San Francisco in north-western Argentine, which he 
takes to be frogs, is very striking (fig. 8 E, F). Without doubt these vessel 
grips are a Peruvian culture element in the valley of Rio San Francisco which 
was situated within the furthest limits of the sway of the Inca dominions. The 
fragment, fig. 80, also f~om the valley of San francisco, are evidently of 
th('same type. In fig. 8 H we see still ,mother fragment from this valley' 
which looks to me to represent a frog. 

If we now continue to the valley of Mizque in Boli'via we know that the 
Andine influence here has been very pronounced. The polychrome pottery 
which NORDENSKIOLD found during his expedition, 1913-14, is of decided 
Tiahuanaco type 5. In Mizque valley NORDENSKIOLO at the same time found 
a sort of pottery which was not painted and obviously belonged to another 
people, an older culture. "Ich habe berichtet, daf3 wir im Mizquetale aucn 
Wohnplatze eines Volkes gefunden haben, das die Tongefaf3e nicht bemalte, 
sondern mit einfachen eingeritzten Ornamenten verzierte. · Es war vermutlich 
nicht dasselbe Yolk, wie das mit den buntbemalten Gefaf3en. N'ach ' der Keramik 
zu urteilen, stand dieser Stamm auf einer bedeutend tieferen Kulturstufe als. 
die Aymara- und Quichua-Indianer.. Kulturell scheint es mir naher zu den 

.~ . 

Chiriguano-Indianern als zu den . Gebirgsstammen zu gehoren 6." To this. 
culture belongs the vesselgrip in fig. 8 I, found by NORDENSKIOLD at Holguin, 
at'the foot of the mountain, La Copa, in the valley of Mizque. I would inter
pret this as a primitiv, degenerated frog-representation and place it in con
nection with the here earlier mentioned types, and even with a primitiv fragment 
from Waini River, British Guiana (fig. 8 J); this also a sort of clay-vessel 
grip with rough frog-portrayal. 

Now it is so that as is known handles on earthenware-in themselves are 

3 Kunst ul}-d Kultur von Peru, p. 275 . 
. 4' Prakolumbisclze Wohn. und Begriibnispliitze an der Siidwestgrenze von ChacoF 

pI. 3 : 1 (R. M. 03. 3. 7179.), pI. 3: 5 (R . . M_ 03. 3. 7144.). P. 16. - "Nr. 1 is! ein Henkel 

eines kleineren schwarzen Topfes; es stelft offenbar' einen Frosch dar und is! ' mit einem 


. gewissen Kunstsinn geformt." - "Auch Nr. 5 scheint nrir ein FrosdJ zu sein, der an der 

Borte eines Topfes einen Henkel gebildet haL" 


6 NORDENSKlCiLD : Die ostliche Ausbreitung der Tiahuanaco·Kultur in Bolivicn . untL 

ihr Ver!liiltnis zur Aruak·Kultur in Mojos. 


6 NORDE NSKI OLD: rorschungen und . Abenleuer in Siidamerika, p. 63. 
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re~ ,'
~,. a typical western culture-element in South America which is not found for 
~:; . instance in Mojos 7. Referring to above .material I should, however, still ' 
~1~ identify' frog-portrayals among zoomorphic projections on the handles of 
~: earthenvare pottery as an Amazonian element in Argentine, whereby is to be 
~. noticed that the execution has become .so degenerated that the distinctness of
!9 -.? .t ihe motive has been lost, and we get handles with projecting bulbs, examples 
~ of which are mentioned for instance by C';5ANOVA 8. According to him the exe
'l~ ' cution· of the zoomorphic projections is simple and they have a special distri
ft_ bution. They are characteristic for the pottery one finds in Huiliche, Cata
~t marca, but which is not found anywhere else in Argentine 9. If it were a 
~r question of an Andine element the distribution would no doubt be considerably 
~t larger in Argentine as is the case with pottery handles as such. 
f~~~ " . 
~~? : G u ian a and fur the r abo u t the fro g - mot i v e in ' the 
~'t:"':- " . .. A m a z 0 n a s. . 
~: :,~ ". Before I go on to the treatment of the particularly beautiful execution 
~. ~bich the frog-motive receives in the so-called muirakitiis I shall give some 
~"'indication of the motive in Guiana and also somewhat more about its occurrence 
'1'''::' . 
t :;:· in the Amazonas. 
~):'- .. . 
~-: As is known, a richly painted and adorned pottery is a conspicuous 
. 
, . 

feature of the Arawak culture at the lower Amazonas, a pottery also re

~' 
presented in Santarem together with the archaic. The importance of the 

1£ frog-motive in Santarem bas already been emphasized and we may accordinglyif expect to find it represented in the pottery from the coastal territory, north 
1';; ;': of. the mouth of the Amazonas. This also proves to be the case. Thus, the 
~~three pottery fragments which TORRES portrays as fig. 23 in his paper "Cera
rimica de Maraj6" under the description. "macaco de noite" might well depict 
~" frog- and not monkey-heads. The likeness between these and the frog-heads 
I } n the Santarem material is obvious. from Counany on the coast of Brasilian
~l Guiana and f?mous for several cave finds of burial urns GOELDI describes a 
~: beautiful. painted clay vessel which on the outside is p~ovided with two frog
~ 'figuies 10. GOELDI assumes that it is a question of a sort of Hyla, "wnnuard" 
~ which plays a great roll in the Indian concepts even today. He assumes further 
~_ that the frog instead onomatopoetically . should be called "wnhii-ani", the 
~;,.rrog woman, because of its croaking which sounds like cunhii-cunhii ll. 
~;r " . . . . . . 

~' . . 7 NORDENSKIOLD: A n ethno-geog~aphical analysis of the material cuLLure Of two 
~~~ : Indian tribes in the Gran Chaco, p. 212 and fig. 39. . ' . ' . 
~. • 8 EDUARDO C." SAKOVA: H allazgos arqueol6gicos en el cemenle.rio indigelUl de . 
~; HuUiche, figs. 74~7. . . . ' 
~'" _. 9 Gp. cit.; p. 104. - "El emplear pequefios modelados para adornar vasos. fue 
h cornUn. en gran parte . dci . pais; los model ados formando el asa tambien. Pero las asas 
~; simples sobre las cuaIes como adorno se ha sobrepuesto un model ado, no las conocemos 
(>" 

~. en otra zona argentina, y las consideramos como carac1eristica propia del tipo de 

[ : aliarerla que tratamos." 

;~J: . . 10 A. GoELDI: Excavaj:6es archeologicas em 1895, pI. III: 2 a-b. 

n:-.". 11 Gp. cii., p. 10. - "A ornamenta(;3.o pJastica consiste em duas figuras oppostas
r.em relevo, rut zona superior, representando sem duvida alguma gia ('perereca'); uma 
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SCIiOMBURGK, however, gives a far better ' explanation of the , Carib name 
konoboaru' for this rain-frog (Hylavenulosa). He thus writes:: "Die Indianer 
bezeichneten mii" den Frosch zugleich als den untruglichsten Wetterpropheten, 
der seine Stiminenur dann erschallen lasse, wenn am nachsten Tage Regen 

.-.-

zu erwarten; daher auch sein Name Konobo Regen, am Frosch 1.2." According 
to SCIiOMBURGK Hyla venulosa further ' occurs in the trunk and leaves of . a 
Tiliace, Bodelscizwingia macropizylla, and has a · cry not unlike the bellowing 
of a cow which it ejaculates with shart, regular intervals · and which ,is an 

-
,I.~ 

fig. 9. The frog·motivein pottery from British Guiana. Museum of Gothenburg: A, 
22.12.17. ' Waini River; B, 31. 24.70. · 1550roro; C, '31. 24. 324. " Mabaruma Hill; D, 
31. 24. ; E, 31. 24. 76. Kamakusa; r" 31. 24.153. "Wanaina"; 0, 11, 31. 24; I, 31. 24, 174. 
"Aruka", Mabaruma Hill; ' for the fragments D, 0 , 11; no finding-place indiCited.. y.... 

e3pecie de Hyla. Tambem aqui nao sera inutil de lembrar que ha boas razoes .para 
suppor que 0 amphibio figurado seja propriamenteo celebre 'cunmianl' Qulgo que devera 
ser 'cunha-aru' ~ mulher-sapo, por onornatopea, wando a voz d'esta Hyla, proferida em 

"t noite de luar, como 'cunha-cunha' etc.) . 0 povo amazonico sabe 0 papel importante, que 
e reservado a esta Hyla na lenda indigena, como no folklore hodierno; conhece ig-ualmente 
a reputac;ao de que goza a resina, com a qual faz a sua panella de procreC;iio no 6ro 
de pao silvestre." . . 

12 RICHARD SCHOMBURGK: Reisen in Britisch-Ouiana in den Jahren 1840-1844, 
vol. ~ p. 419. 

http:22.12.17
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~~.~ .,.
fk tinf~iling sign of . app.roaching r~in. I shall later in connection with the asso
~s ciatlon, frog- ram, 10 the Indian conceptions return to the important roll 
~ this frog plays in legends from Guiana, of' whi<:h Rom gives several 
~ examples. . 
~..: .. Earlier and in another connection I have already spoken of a, fragment 
~ . from Waini River (Waima R.) · in British Guiana (fig. 8 J). From the Same 
!,q • • 

~k fineting , place is in the Gothenburg museum yet another fragment on which 
ft· the frog element in spite of a particularly primitiv modulation at once is 
~. disClosed by the outstanding eyes and the marking of the legs (fig. 9 A). 
~}: :: . . The material from ROTH'S .diggings in British Guiana on the border 
~- of Venezuela ·is no\'/ found 'at the museum of Gothenburg and . we detect in 
~ this pottery ~ rtumber of frog-portr~yals, although the frog is no~ nearly as
i ~pp~rent as 10 th~ Santarem matenal. I reproduce the .frog speC!me~~ here 
~. m fig. 9B-1. .Fig. 9 B from Issororo, west of the pomt of the uOltmg of 
~..!.<;. the rivers, Aruka and Barima, shows a fragment with marked efforts at con
~: ventionaJizing the motive; unfortunately, however, so much damaged that only I ~.small ~detai1 of the depict!on of the legs is seen.. ~n the edge fragment, 
~: fig. 9 C from Mabaruma Hill, the bulb-formed projection on the upper half 
¥:. of the vessel's bulging part represents a frog-head. The frog-likeness is more 
~- apparent, however, when the fragment is seen in profil. ROTH has not reported 
; the finding place for the three frog-figures, fig. 9 D, 0, H, but they come
i- from the same territory as the others on the figure. . 
~!~::- Regarding the frog-motive on Indian pottery in the Amazonas finally 
-~. remains to mention that frog- or toad-like earthenware vessels are found among 
~. those vessels ' with animal form which ' are made by the tribes in the region 
. . ;.-aroundthe spring of the Xingil. KARL VON DEN STEINEN depicts such ' a 
::.. vessel 13 and c'onsiders the reason for the choice of motive to be that the animal 
~/is characteristiC and easy to portray (op. cit., p. 289-290). According to 
~~~.. ." 

~~;;1~:'E~ . STEINEN . the ~~t-motive i~ otherwise the more common among these 

~: .. .. An Arawak-speaklOg tnbe m the Amazonas among whom · the frogr.' motive seem~ to ~lay an important rOll. is the T ucuna at the upper Maranon. 
~. Thus. one fmds m the T ucuna . collection . at the museum of Gothenburg a 
ffi.tSO em long stick (fig. 1 0) made ot' a' veryJight ~ort of wood (palo), on one 
! ';'side adorned with a frog together with an . angular ornament - possibly the i -same ornament about .w,hich ·1 have spoken' in connect jon with the Santarem ti ~orive~tionalizing of the. frog-motive -:-- like ~e ~ro~-i~age incised in th.e lig~t
I :;. wood.. On .the other Side of the stick a fish .IS lOosed. Important 10 thiS 
I~ c.on~~ction . isth~ function ofihese ~t.icks: .T~ey ~~e ~~mely used at the puberty 

" ';)eastsfor. gir1s:·when . theya.re carried~ve( the ' left shoulder by the. mask 
~.. dancers. In the end of the stick a drum IS hung. The fact that frog-pictures 
I. 

~:' ?CCUf .on a stick used for such a pUI1Jose . I . think is not a mere chance but 
I. ~s~i.thou.t doubt connected. wit? the ~oll of .~e frog in Inctian. co~c.:pts of . 
~t: fertility. I shall, however, conSider thiS later 10 another connectIOn.. i:'

I: - "Un'" d" Nn'n",ikun Zm''''·B",",,,,,p! XXIV, 21 '. 

~. 
<t~' 
~ 

f.1 ' 
~~~ 
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•. :he is supported by the statements of the Indians: "Nous avons crn nous-meme, 
::; en examinant ces figures aux jambs et aux bras ecart~s, qu'il s'agissait de 
~ . , grenouilles, mais les Indiens nous ant taus dit que c'etait leur maniere de 
f l representer l'homme 16." . 
~ .. .' 

i,.'" . . I shall not here dwell on the statements by IM THURN and other authors 
~.' ~bout frogs on rock-carvings. It may, however, be worth mentioning that in 
~:rock-carving material from North-Western Brasil published by.KoCH-GRON
~~ . BERG the frog-motive is found together with a number of animal motives 17. 

~~: .from the same regions KOCH-GRONBERG has also published a number of 
~~~; Indian autographs made upon his request, in which are also seen several frog 
~g -pictures 18. The value of such. collections is dubious. Typical for the frog 
~:;' pictures in KOCH-GRONBERG'S collection is however that the artists have caught 
~~ ... just what is characteristic for the animal, namely the broad head and the limbs. 
~;'~' ~ '" .. . 

i~E:~ •. >· 
5E~~!</~ :,. _:. 
~"""<." .: . 

~8: 
:i.• , 

12. The frog-motive on basket in . twilled work from the Patamona Indians. G. M. 
12. 1. 285. M . 

. finally a few words about the frog-motive in bas k'e t - rna king. 
the extent to which the frog-motive occurs as basket-pattern, the same which 
. fonnerly been said about the difficulty in discriminating between human-, 

and monkey-depiction is often true here. 
.. . At the museum of Gothenburg are three baskets with the frog-pattern 
~ black from the Patamona Indians. As we see in fig. 12 where I have 

. reproduced the frog-pattern from one side of the basket G. M. 12. 1.285 the 
. ve must become strongly conventionalized and stereotyped; evidently a 

· consequence of the limited possibilities of the technic which has been used. 
· We also find that the frog-motive on another basket (G. M. 12.1. 349), like 

. _the fanner executecf in twilled work, is identically alike this other. More·con
.. ventionalized, but in the same technic, appears the motive on the third basket 
· in the Gothenburg collections (G. M. 12. l. 192). As is known, ROTH also 

portrays the frog-motive in his · detailed description of bas~i(-making in 

16 ]. C REVAUX : Voyages dans i'A merique du Sud, p. 144. 
' : . 17 Siidamerikanische · f'elszeichnungen, pI. 11: d, Yakare-Cachoeira, Rio Aiarj. 

This figure the Indians 'also interpreted as a frog. 
. . 18 An/tinge der Kunst im Ur wald. The drawings are made by Ipurina-Koceua

Umaua-Indians. 
Anthropos XXIX. 1934. 2 
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Guiana 19; From the Nahuqua in the region around the spring of Xingti 
VON DEN STEINEN gives an example of a toad in plated work 20. 

4. Fro g - for m e d . m u ira kit a s. . 

A particularly beautiful execution of the frog-motive in the Amazonian 
territory we get in the so-called muirakitas, about which we know that they 
belonged to the green stones which were immensely valutu by the Indians and 
which through the Indian trade spread themselves over great territories. 
According to HERIARTE the Indians called them buraquitas and they were 
made for instance in the shape of birds and frogs. I quote NORDENSKIOLD: 
"Des etrangers avaient coutume alors de remonter une partie dufleuve pour 
se procurer par Ie troc, du bois, des filets, de I'urucu et des pierres vertes 
que les Indiens appelaient suivant HERIARTE, buraquitas. Ce sont les fameux 
muyraquitds tailles ~n forme d'animaux ou d'objets divers dans de la nephrite 
ou un autre genre de pierre, et qui retiennent tant l'interet de ceux qui etudient 
l'archeologie de ces contr~s. Ces muyraquitds avaient, suivant HERIARTE, la 
forme de perles ron des ou oblonges, de gobelets, d'oiseaux, de grenouiJIes, etc. 
L'auteur raconte encore que les Tapajos fabriquaient ces 'objets avec de 
l'argile verte, qu'ils .leur donnaient une forme dans I'eau et que l'argile 
ensuite se transformait en une pierre verte tres dure 21." 

In the French summary of his work "Oudheden uit Suriname" DE GOEJE 
writes (p. 515) about muirakitas: 

"En combinant toutes les informations, il semble bien certain que les Caraibes 
(Galibis), les Aruans et peut-etre des Indiens d'autres tribus, faisaient des voyages au 
fleuve des Amazones et Ie montaient une certaine distance, et puis arrivaient chez un 
peuple, probablernent tribu tupi dont ils obtenaient les muyrakyliis. ·C'est encore une 

. question ouverle, si ce peuple fabriquait ces objets (peut-etre Ie materiel leur venait 
d'une autre contree), ou s'il les trouvait dans des tombeaux, ou dans des anciens lieux 
de sacrifice (_. -) . - Peut-Hre Jes tribus de l' interieur avaient des contacts par voie 
directe avec les tribus de I' Amazone; il est bien possible que tous les muyrakyliis ne 
soient pas de la rneme origine; mais il semble assez bien etabli qu'il y eu dans la region 
de I'Amazone entre Ie Yamunda et Ie Tapajos un centre de dispersion de ces objets 22 ." 

HERIARTE has another statement about "pedras verdes" which is of the 
greatest interest in this connection. He relates that the Indians bought wifes 
for muirakitas. He says this: " ... tern infenitas supersti~6es, e agouros em 
os animaes: quando se cazao compram as mulheres por pedras verdes, a quem 
chamao Baraquitas (e as estimao em muito) ou por escravos, ou por caens 
de ca~a que criam em caza: e se a mulher se faz adulterio contra sua vontade) 
as podem vender por escravas 23." 

19 WALTER ROTH: An inlroductory sludy etc., fig. 172D, E, and 173 D.. 

20 Unler den Nalurvolkern Zenlral-Brasiliens, fig. 65. 

21 L'Archeologie elc., p. 12. 

22 For quotations from various authors about the importance of the green stones 


as merchandise, etc. among the Indians see DE GoEJE, op. cil., chapt. II (p. 452-471): 
"Wat verover:uus, missionarissen, enz. vernomen hebben over Amazonen-steenen en 
Arnazonen." . 

23 HERIARTE: DescriNao do Eslado do Maranhao, Para, Corupd e R.io das Ama
zonas, p. 19. 
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A"particularly interesting parallel to this quotation we get "from Palo
mino in "PREUSS' "Kagaba-work. It is a Kagaba-tradition about the powerful 
medicine man, Siniana, whose d~ughter is desired by the sun. PREUSS 24 says: 

"Dann bat die Sonne urn die T oehter, worauf Sintana, der Carate-Mensch, sagie: 
" 'Ich kann ~ie dir nicht geben', doeh fiigie er hinzu: 'wofiir kannst du mir sie abkaufen? 

" Hast du einen Frosch aus giiinem" und einen aus rotem Stein?' - 'Ich habe solche', 
antwortete darauf die Sonne und zag ,einen Frosch aus griinem und einen aus rotem 
Stein hervor und gab sie Sintana. Dieser stieg nach M.alumaluaka (cine Savanne unter
halb "Mulkuaka) herab und setzte sich dart ein Weilchen auf einen Stein. Dann stieg 
er wiederum zum Wohnsitz der Sonne empor und redete sie nach seiner Ankunft an. 1m 
Verlaufe sagte Sintana ZUf Sonne: 'Ihre Mutter kam meine Tochter holenund wird mich 
sehr schelten; unter diesen Umstanden kam ich', und fiigie hinzu: 'Ich kann sie dir 
nicht geben-' Dann (aber) sagte Sintana: 'Hast du nicht (noch) einen Frosch aus griinem 

" und einem roten Stein?' worauf die Sonne zwei solche Steine hervorzog und sie Sintana, 
demCarate·Mensch, iibergab." " 

,> "The quotations from HERIARTE and PREUSS show that frogs played the 
".foll of bargain for women. I shall return thereto in another connection. 

We shall now in the following partake of "the circumstances of the 
finds, &c., of the frog-formed muirakitiis in jade 25 portrayed in fig. 13. 

In his valuable commentaries to the Santarem discoveries NIMUENDAJU 
'writes in the original catalogue at the museum of Gothenburg about the finds 
from Lago do Sapuqua among other things the following: "Am Lago Uaimy, 
einem kleinen Nebensee des Lago do Sapuqua, hOrte ich von einem frosch
f6rmigen Muirakiia, der sich im Besitz eines jungen Madchens namens Catita 
"Arara befand. Ich fuhr sofort dorthin und es gelang mir, ihr das seltene 
"Stuck abzukaufen. Sie hatte es selbst am Strand des eigentlichen Lago do 
Sapuqua an einer 'Os Pereiras' genannten Stelle gefunden, wo die das Ufer 
biJdende schwarze Erde durch die Brandung des Sees abgespult wurde. Das 

1 dieses vorzuglich gearbeiteten tind erhaltenen Muirakiia ist sandig 
"und von wei13griiner farbe." _ "" " 

, "This muirakilii mentioned by" NIMUENDAJU is depicted here'in fig. 13 A. 
the under-side it is furnished with sideways-bored holes for cords in which 

hang. " - " 
from the northern coast of Lag<;l do Sapuqua comes also the fragment 

of ? frog-muirakiia in red colour-tone shown "in fig. 13 C. By means of the 
dotted line I h~iVe attempted to reconstruct the probable appearance of the 

"figure when complete. from the fragment it is evident that the piece has been 
very beautifu.1ly executed. NIMUENDAJU mentions the muirakitii in the original 
catalogut''With the following words : "AuBerdem erhielt ich auf der fazenda 

"dosAnjos am Lago do Sapuqua von der Gattin des Besitzers ein Bruchstuck 
cines "froschf6rmigen Muirakita, bestehend aus den Hinterbeinen und einem 
Stuck des Leib~, aus 'einem sehr schlechten, rotbra"unen Material." 

24 K. TH. PREUSS: Forschungsr~ise zu den Kagaba, p. 159. 
25 It is known that muirakitas are made of a rather hard kind of rock, usually green, 

which in literature is called alternately nefrit , jade or jadeit often without any definite 
" "	 con~ion of the correct term for the materia!. Concerning the frog-muirakitas here 

~blished in fig. 13 it seems as though jade were the most correct term. As is known 
1t is impossible macroscopically to distinguish between nefrit and jade. 

2' 
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A third frog-formed ml!.irakUa, also in the museum of Gothenburg, is 
from Santarem (fig. 13 B). This muirakita is bored through so that it may 

. 	 ~ 

, 
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A_ B. 

( 
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. 
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Fig. 13., Frog-formed muirakitas: A , G. M. 24 " 16. 88. Lago do Sapuquaj B, G. M. 
25. 14.2. Santarem; C, 24.16.90. fazenda do~ Anjos, Lago do Sapuqua; D, finding
place unknown, 	drawing by NIMCE!'DA)l) ; £, Peixe-boi, east of Para; r, the region of 

Obidos, after R ODRIGUEZ; 0, no finding-place indicated, after NETTO. ' /3' 
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11~:' ~e carried in a cord. from the drawing it appears that it is considerably more 

i".fi. conventionalized than the one previously described., . 

~~ ',' In the catalogue formerly spoken of NIMUENDAJU mentions still two frog

r} formed muirakitiis from the Santarem territory which he however did not suc
Ii.~: ceed in getting; from the region around the mouth of Rio Nhamunda 
f::; Rio Trombetas he writes: "Schlief31ich besichtigte ich noch, etwas unterhalb 
~f von Obidos, an demobere~n Ende der I1ha Grando do MamahurU einen Platz, 
~' wo die Stromung das Ufer abgerissen und fruher zahlreiche Indianerspuren 
~::' ausgewaschen hatte, Vor einigen Jahren wurde hier ein kleiner, froschformiger 
~: ',Muirakitii aus blaugriinem Material gefunden. Er befindet sich jetzt im Be
[3. sitz des Postagenten von Santarem,der ihn mir urn keinen Preis verkaufen 
~r wollte. Ich fand an art und Stelle nur ganz unbedeutende Scherben; offen,7( 
if.t~ barhatte die Stromung die alte Siedlungsstelle schon vollsUi.nclig zerstort." 
~' The other frog-formed muirakitii which NIMUENDAJU did not succeed in 
~.~ procuring he has however sketched in his original catalogue, and I have 
i'~ reproduced it here as fig. 13 D. According to a statement by NIMUENDAJU 
~':J:': ' this frog is of nefrit and weighs 50 gram. It is owned by Dr. ALFREDOI
';; LADISLAU in Santarem. 

, 2>:· In a letter to the author from Barra do Corda, Brasil, June 30, 1931, 
~_ NIMUENDAJU mentioned that Dr. CARLOS ESTEVAO DE OLIVEIRA at Museu 
~: Goeldi in Belem do Para had succeeded in getting a very thin, even, much 

conventionalized frog-formed muirakitii of a bluish-green colour from Peixe
boi, a place east of Para on the railroad to Bragan~a, On a plate which 
Dr. ESTEV Ao has , been good enough to place at my disposal this muirakitii 

, ~s also found and I have reproduced it here in skeleto~-drawing as fig. 13 E. 
, On the same plate were furthermore three, obviously frog-formed, muirakitiis 
•portrayed, 	of which two, however, were newly published by DE GOEJE in his 
before, this mentioned interesting comparison about "the amazon-stones" 26 • 

•' The third is reported as found in Municipio de Obidos. Besides the two 
• mentioned specimens from 	 ESTEVAO'S collection DE GOEJE published a frog

formed muirakitii, from Surinam 21. 

Through the works of RODRIGUES and NETTO some beautiful examples 
of frog-formed muirakittis are known. The former depicts the specimen here 
reproduced in fig. 13 E, which he himself describes with the words: "the 
best, the most beautiful and most perfect muirakitfi I have ever seen." The 
finding-place should be in the, environ's of Obidos 28. In the same work 

26 Oudheden uit Suriname, pI. II: 4, 6. 

27 Op. cit., pI. I, and p. 514. - "Objet en pierre en forme de grenouille, trouve, 


' dans Ie sol dans la zone aurifere du Surinam. Materiel probablement porphyre petro
siliceux, durele 5 a 6, couleur grise un peu verdatre (vert d'olives), legerement melee ae 
brun, poids specifique 2'66; surface lisse; lepoli "'il y en a eu, a disparu. II a ete perce 

, des deux cotes, les trous se rencontrant sous un angle de 1600; evidenunant I'objet a ete 
fabrique pour pouvoir Ie porler en collier. San" dome cei objet est un muyrakytii, pierre 
des Amazones ou pierre verle." ~ 

, 28 BARBOZA RODRIGUES: 0 muyrakytii I! os wolos syrizbolicos, vol. 1, -pI. III: 
1 a-b, and p, 261. - "E'o maior, 0 mais bello e 0 mais perfeito muyrakytii do Ama
zonas que lenho visl0, Sobre esle raroexemplar dei uma nolicia circumstanciada no 
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RODRIGUES depicts still another frog-formed muirakita which he found at Lago 
Yacu-uarua, Rio Yamunda. This muirakitii., as well as ' the one mentioned 
before, are twice 'perforated for cords in which to. hang them 29. 

For a very beautiful frog-muirakita published by NeTTO. 30 no other in
formation outside of the specific weight is given except "amuleto batrachi
forme de neprite. Amazonas".. . . 

.All of the muirakitas which have been discussed here are from fairly 
circumscribed territory which we may call the lower Amazonas. There cannot 
be any doubt that the frog-formed muirakita which is portrayed by FEWKES 31 

with the information that it is from the West Indies in reality is Amazonian. 
As FEWKES mentions (op. cit., p.234) this muirakita is perforated on the 
underside for cords in which to hang. . 

It is also most probable that ' a muirakita published by FISCHER 32 

(fig . 14 D) is amazonian and not, as this author, who has carefully studied 
the object, believes, from the West Indies. According to FISCHER, whose 
theories about the so to speak ethnographical side of the nefrit problem are 
completely without critic and now antiquated and abandoned, this muirakita 
should belong to the collections of the museum in Geneve, but in Geneve no 
informa_tion is to be had about it. - Upon my request about a photograph of 
the object professor EUGENE PITTARD answered that the museum in Geneve 
does not own any stone figures from the Antilles. 

I am most inclined to consider the last-named muirakitii. a frog, as I 
also consider to be a frog the muirakita in greenstone depicted in fig. 14 C, 
from the lake-dwelling culture in Cajary in the district of Rio Pindare in 
Maranhao 33. Fig. 14 D on the other hand might well appear to be a 
feminine figure. A comparison bet\.veen the qbviously feminine figurines in 

Jomol do Amazonas, de 19 de julho de 1886, que infelizmenie aqui ruo posso repro
duzir por a ier perdido e nao poder arranjar, de mao, 0 referido Jomal. Esie bello 
especimen, achada em Obidos, esieve mais de 60 annos, com uma velha tapuya, que a 
muito custo fez d~lIe presenie ao finado D. ANTONIO DE MACEDO CoSTA, quando Bispo 
do Para. Tive-<J em ineu poder, e 0 estudei. Era perleitamente polido, perfeito, de· uma' 
cor de azeiiona-c1aro, bem perfurado e iinha 0 peso especifico, se bern me recordo, de 2'98." . 

29 Op. cit., pI. I: 20, and p. 257. - "E'duplamente furado, de maneira que passado 
o fiopor ambos os furos fica 0 amuleto pendente e unido ao pesco~o, romo se flira urn bentinho." 


30 LADlSLAU NETTO: Investiga~oes sobre a Archeologia Brazileira, pl. VII: 7. 

31 J. WALTER fEWKES: A Prehistoric Island Culture Area of America, pL 117 A. 


The object is now found in the Naprsikovo museum in Prague (cat. nr. 562). According 

to whai Dr. CESn!lR LOUKOTKA in Prague has informed me this ' object belongs to very 

old collections in the National museum in Prague, but through a fire the catalogues 

have been destroyed so that no information is to be had aboui their finding place. 

fEWKES' portrayal of the frog-muirakitii from a cast in Berlin is incorrect in so far as 

one gets the impression: that the eyes on the object consist of bored holes while they in 

faci merely are marked by means of fine incisions. . 


32 HEINRICH fISCHER: Nephrit und Jadeit nach ihrm mineralogischm Eigenschaftm 

etc., fig. 38, and .p. 341. - "Das frosch-Idol aus demo Genfer Museum, fig. 38 a, b,c, 


. isi iiberall sorgfiiltig poliert, hat sp. Gew. 2'96 und siellte,wie das Bild zeigt, eine 
ideale tanniihernj tierische Gestalt vor, welche aile unbefangenen Beschauer unabhiingig 
voneinander am ehesien an einen sitzendeo f rosch erinnerte." . 

33 RAnlU!'DO LOPES: La cil'ilisation lacustre du Bresil, fig. 9. 
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2...' -fig. 14 A, B from Santo Domingo certainly gives points of comparison, for 
~: :instance the posture of the legs 34,t In connection with the earlier mentioned muirakilii in the museum in 
~_ Prague fEWKES discusses the manner in which to carry these. -They were 
~.; - worn on the forehead. I shall not here go further into the question of how 
~~_. muirakiitiswere worn but wish to refer to chapter XII under the heading 

~•..... 
~;:. 
r..~-r~ :' 
J:,:, 
ti-"~ 
~~'~ 

~,~b ' _ .B C
it1~::. 

~~}~- ,: 
~'. 

~-.. 

~: 
~, 

~ . . 

~.~;:: ' ' . lii;
ffi:~~~ 
~~~ 
~r " 
~~~; ' : 
~i~ "-~ 
~:~ D .rt;::-····· 
-~~_: .Fig. 14. A, B, feminine figurilles from Santo Domingo, after fEwKEs; C, frog-fanned 
_ <~;. muirakiiii from Cajary, Rio Pindare, after LOPEs; . D, afler fISCHER, unknown district. 

-¥
~. 

Fig uri n e s in the newly named work about the Tainos by Dr. SVEN LoveN, 
: ' in which this author discusses the manner in which to carry zemies. LoveN 

*; shows among other things that in the case the zem£es have concave underside
i: they should sit well on the forehead, but not on the breast if they were carried 

'I.,~~ ~n a cord .around the neck 35. Any general way of wearing cannot well be 

..h.," 34 Fig. 14A, B, after fEwKEs: Precolumbian West Indian ,:Amulets, pI. LII: 1,3. ' 
, ~,;; - 3 5 I should add that NIMUENDAJU, who during his activity as investigator in Brasil 
~. _ has had occasion to see many muirakitiis, from the worn appearance- of lhe holes of 
~: those specimens he has seen judges that they have been carried on the forehead and not 
~~~ on the breast. In the earlier mentioned letter from Barra do Corda he writes to me: 
~::' "1st es Ihnen iibrigens schon aufgefallen, daB sowohl die Anlage als die Abnutzung der 

-~' Rander der LOcher bei den froscl1f6rmigen Muirakitiis darauf hindeu tet, daB sie nieht 
",,[ urn den Hals hangend getragen wurden, sondern daB die Schnur senkrecht zum Riickgrat 
. ".~ des Frosches gespannt gewesen sein muB? Sollten sie etwa urn die Stirn gebund.en ge
:- tragen worden sem?" - - - . 
~ , . 
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I 
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definitely given. HAMY'S excavation on Guadeloupe of an "amulette en jade>

en forme de grenouille, trouvee au cou d'un anthropolithe" 36, as well as. 

DU TERTRE's description of "pierres vertes" from the same island 37 for its. 

part. throws light upon the custom of wearing these figurines around the neck. 

The later description is . interesting also for its information that "ce so~t les. 


, Sauvages qui nous 'les apportent de la terre ferme" (op. cit., p. 77) and we· 

should thus get confirmation that Indian trading connec.tions between the

continent and the West Indies existed even at so late a date. from Mont

se'rrat, north of Guadeloupe, HARRINGTON speaks of "remarkable series of 

beads and pendants" 38; among these a number of frog 39, probably even. 

they carried to the island through trade 40. 

As has been shown frog-formed muirakitas take a special part at the
fashioning of the frog-motive in the Amazonas. One may question oneself 
where otherwise in America frog pictures of this type are found, and we find 
then that it is mostly in Venezuela and in Central America that parallels. 
may be sought. 

As far as Venezuela is concerned the material which is known from there
is far too inconsiderable in comparison with the great interest the country 
presents in its character of connecting link between the cultures in Central' 
America and the Amazonas. To keep to the frog-motive it seems to have
played a considerable roll for the settlers in the district around Valencia lake. 
Already in MARCANO'S description of the finds at the south-eastern part of 
the lake we read: "Parmi les images des animaux qui se portaient suspendues, 
celles des grenouilles sont les plus commun·es. Les Indiens les reprodusaient 
volontiers et en variaient les attitudes ..." 41' and "Parmi les ~mimaux de

36 E. T. HAMY: Decades Americanae, fig. 182-184, and p. 518. - " . . . , je pus. 
tirer de 1a gangue une amuleite en jade de 20 mm de longeur sur 17 de largeur et 
9 d'epaisseur, reproduisant grossierement la figure d'un batracien. La tete et les membres. 
anterieurs ' simt separes du reste du corps par une rainure transversale, clulcune des. 
saillies que represent les pattes de devant est adroitement percee de deux trous, I'un sur 
la face externe et l'autre sur la face IDferieure, a !'aide desquels lagrenouille de jade
etait suspendue au cou du jeune sujet." . 

37 Du TERTRE: ftisloire generale des Anlilles habilus. par les rranrois, vol. 2~ 

p. 77. - "Ce qui me fait adjouster foy a ces personnes, est que j'ay veu une de ces. 
pierres qui avoit la forme d'une grenouille: Or il est tres certain que les Sauvages n'ont 
ny l'industrie, ny les outils pour tailler une telle figure dans une pierre si dure; si bien: 
qU'il faut qu'ils ;ayent pris la matiere de cette pierre d=s Ie temps qu'elle estoit mole, 
maniable, et capable de recevoir la figure qu' ils luy vouloient donner. Ces pier res pendues. 
au coi empeschent de tomar du haut mal, j'en ay fait l'experience sur plusieurs personnes. 
tourrnetees de ce mal, avec un assez heureux . succez." 

. 38 HARRINGTOK: A Wesl lru:l.ian Gem Cenler, p. 184. 
39 Op. cit., p. 186. - "For some reason th.e.irog .. must have been a very popular

animal in Montserrat, for the collection contains a' number of little pendants, mostly of 
nephrit (jade) or of similar materials, carved to represent this creature. In some cases. 
the frog is quite lifelike and easily recognized; in others, .it is conventionalized to such 
an extent that without the more realistic specimens to serve as a guide, it 'would be
impossible tq guess what animal was intended." 

: ~~. Compare .ibid" P,. 185. . 

41 O. MARCA.."<O: Elhnographie precolumbienne du Venuuela, p. 53. 
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~%-; , . -
~~~oratifs, Ie plus commun est la grenouille; elle' est si incorrectement renduei::dans ce~ta~?s cas qu'il est impossible d'assurer si c'est bien elle qu'on a voulu 
'/ reprodUlre 42. 

;;: .• from EI Zamuro VON DEN STEINEN depicts a necklace with nef~it platesI~t in the form of animal figures, among these frogs .43 and from Camburito a 
~':; frog-figure in shell (ibid., fig. 28). As. well this a~thor as later SPIND~N 
~ ,:~ show the agreement between the pottery In the "cernto"-culture at ValenCIa 
~-'" 	 . 

~r.~" lake and Colombia 44. In order to return to muirakifa-like figures, however, 
~}::, : I have kindly been permitted by Musee d'Ethnographie in Geneve to publish 
~~\. the steatite figures here reproduced in fig. 15 (table I), representing a find
ti·,; made 1921 in excavations by a Swiss~ M~. DE Lo:s, in Paramos de ~parta
rJ:;;. deros, south-east of Lago de MaracaIbo In the SIerras (Estado TruJIllo). I 
~:';::' am inclined to consider these figures primitiv frog-portrayals of muirakita 
~:;: type. I have not yet secured any further ·information about other discoveries 
~~'~ from Mr. DE Lays' excavations, wherefore it is unknown to me whether at 
~i' the same time possibly other frog-finds were made, for instance pottery with 
rs;..-- \ 
~ frog portrayals. " " 
~~~',: . In this connection I should wish to point out the existence of small stone 
~: frogs among the Ijca Indians in Colombia, the function of which, as pointed out 
u""~ 

~.~, . by BOLlNDER who publishes such a frog, existing at the museum of Gothenburg~ 
;,.,c. is wholly magical 45 . They are used by the medicine-men, mamas, as strength
(:" 
•. 	 giving medicine in curing the sick, &c. 

from Central America the stone figureS from Las Guacas, the Nicoya pen
insula, published by HARTMAN, are those which must be mentioned and which 

. Iy most fittingly may be caJled ' muirakitas, even they 46. HARTMAN 
Is them "amulets" and writes (op. cit., p. 60): "Under this term are included 

large number of small, polished ornamented 'stones of various shapes and 
. colors, all pierced by holes, indicating that they were worn suspended on 
,t?ebody." . 

.42 Op. cit., p. 57. 
,43 VON DEN STEIKEN: Ausgrabungen am Valenciasee, fig. 27. 
44 SPI:!-;PEN: New Data on the Archaeology ~t Venezuela, p. 326. - "The shores 

and islands of Lake Valencia are rich in archaeological remains. - In this region collars 
·of carved shell beads are often unearthed as well as stone pendants in' the form of frogs. 
Pottery is decorated by modeled designs among which the highly conventionalized bat 
~ith outstretched v{ings is prominent. figurines l hat represent human beings, jaguars, 
frogs, &c., are common ilUld often finely executed. Connection with the Andean region 

evident in 	pottery shapes as well as in the styles of decoration." 'Ii 
, 45 GuSTAF BOLINDER: Die Indianer der tropischen Schneegebirge, pI. 39, fig. 3 b, 

~nd p. 136. - "Die Mamas besitzen ferner verschiedene kleine Steinskulpturen, die im 
aIlgemeinen Tiere vorstellen, frosche oder anderes. Diese findet man auch in Indianer

. libern. Von den hier abgebildeten Skulpt uren ist der Frosch von einem Mama ver
'worden, wlihrend die u!)rigen, schlecht.. erhaltenen funde... aus.. einem. Mama·Grab 

,der neuereri Zeit sind. - DieSe Skulpturen s irrid ' naturlich keine 'GDtienbild.er'. Sie ver
treten kein bestimmtes Wesen. Ihre Kraft ist von derselben Art wie die der Steine uDd 

.des magischen Stabes. DaB z. B. ein froschbild sich fUr die Regenmagie eignet, ist gam 
,natiirlich." 

.. 46 C. V. HARTMAN: Archaeological Researches on the Pacific Cost of Costa Rica, 
XLI, figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20, and 23. 

http:GDtienbild.er
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from South Americ.:!· may possibly also the stone frogs, to which 
BANDELIER and fORBES refer from the Indians of the Titicaca region in 
-connection with rain-magic, be included in the group here treated. The con
nection between BANDELIER'S information about "frogs of stone" 47 and rain 
magic is confirmed by fORBES' observations from the Aymara Indians. Thus 
this later author writes: "The indian fishers, before commencing operations, 
drink a little of the water with reverence, and mutter a prayer. When rain is 
desired, it is said that they often make little images of frogs and other aquatic 
.animals, and place them on the tbp of the hills, as a means of bringing down 
rain by propitiating their deities 48." I shall however somewhat later discuss 
the religious ideas which are associated with the frog wherefore I shall not 
take up this subject now. 

II. The Diaguita-CaJchaqui pottery. 

The frog-motive undoubtedly constitutes one of the main elements in 
the painted pottery from the territory, Diaguita-CaJchaqui. As one in the 
Santarem pottery can establish a process of successive conventionalizing of the. 
frog-motive it is possible on the Diaguita-CaJchaqui urns to follow that con
ventiorializing which the painted frog ornamentation undergoes. This con
ventionalizing does not, however, follow the same scheme as in the Santarem 
material which of course is a consequence of the technic used. In Santarem, 
by conventionalizing the figures which are either freely executed or incised in 
day has been created more simple and easily executed forms. In the painted 
Calchaqui ornamentation the final resuit is of a more complicated sort than the 
former which is more naturalistic. . 

When I wrote the first draft to this paper we unfortunately did not at 
the museum of Gothenburg have any knowledge of ODILLA BREGANTE'S 
interesting comparison" Ensayo de Clasificaci6n de la Ceramica del Noroeste 
Argentino". In this work BREGANTE in fig. 114 reproduces from DEBENE
DEIT! 49 a series of conventionalisation of the painted frog-motive in this pottery 
(fig. 16 A) which as one will see leads to quite differentiated forms. Indepen
dent of DEBENEDETTI'S work, which was unknown to me, I had come to the 
same result in the series here reproduced in fig. 16 B, composed from OUTES' 

47 ADOLPH f. BAKDELlER: The Islands of Titicaca and Koati, p. 103. - "We 
lack yet most of the information desirable in regard to the role of animals as intercessors. 
But we are positively informed that the group of dancers called 'Chayll'pa', and of which 
I shall hereafter speak, have among other duties that of conjuring drouth. They go to 
the summit of the height called Calvaria, which is denUded of all vegetation, gather 
small stones and throw them into the Lake. BUI they also cakh toads and throw them 
into the water, there to intercede for rain. Among the objects of stone found on the 
Island., on ·the Peninsul2. of Copacavana, and chiefly on Koati, are frogs of stone, and 
we diligently inquiered of the Indians whethet these had been perhaps rij,in-intercessors 
ilier the manner of those used by the pueblos to-day. We never received any other but 
an evasive reply." 

48 DAVID fORBES: On the Aymara Indians of Bolivia and Peru, p. 237. 
49 DEBENEDETTl: Notida sobre una urna antropomorfica del Valle de Yocavil 

(Prov. de Catamarca), figs. 3, 4. 

" , 
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0;;;.Fig. 16. Series of conventionalized frog-motives in the painted Culchaqui pottery. A, frol11 DEIlENEDETT1; n, composed by the author frol11 ;:l 

the work by OUTES, Alfarerias del Noroeste Argentino. 1. LOllla Rica, Of!. cit., pI. VI: 2; 2. Pabel16n, op. cit., pI. II: 11; 3. Andahuala, op. !" 

cit., pI. II: 7; 4., 5. LOllIa Rica, op. cit., fig. 12. 
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handsome work "Alfarerfas del Noreste Argentino». I have thought it best to 

include also my own series, as it and that of DEBENEDETTI amplify one another. 

On the other hand I have cut out certain parts of my text which became super

" fluous after having become acquainted witti DEBENEDETTI'S conventionalizing 
series. In describing this pottery-om'amentation OliTES has not understood the 
conventionalizing of the frog-motive. When he describes the ornan:entation of 
a vessel which was found in a cryiJd's grave in Lorna Rica 50 he speaks of 
"elementos alargados, rectos hacia un lado y ondulados del otro"51. We 
find these elements in fig . 16 B: 4, 5 and they are, as one will see, nothing 
else but the hindlegs, changed and liberated from the frog-bDdy. 

As is already noticable from the two "mentioned series of conventionalizing 

a- number of variations of the different stages may be found by studying the 

Calchaqui pottery. Almost certainly the side ornamentation of an urn published 

by BRUCH 52 may also be referred to the conventionalized frog-motive 

(fig. 17 D). 


A variation of the - frog-motive is the frog with the cloven head, 

"cabeza bipartita", which is a common occurrence in this pottery (see repro~ 


ductionin fig. 17) . - AIso the snake with the cloven head is a common occur

rence (fig. 17 D): This cloven frog- or snake-head is however not specific 

for the Calchaqui pottery. The motive also occurs in Peru in the painted 

ornamentation on clay vessels from Trujillo 53 and also carved in wood on the 

so-called "ceremony-paddles" from lea [,4. 


As regarc!s the frog-motive one finds other similarities between the art in 
Peru and that in north-western Argentine. Thus, for instance, there- is at the 
museum of Gothenburg a box of wood (dimensions 34'5 X 12'7 X 12 em) 
from the coast of Peru (G. M. 30. 11.1. A). As seen in the -reproduction in 
fig. 18 (table II) the long sides have frogs carved in the wood, the one in the 
middle section being relatively well conserved_ Characteristic are the rings 
on the back of this frog. Such frogs with f1ngs are found in different material 
in Peru. We find them on a clay vessel with animal figures in high relief 
published by BAESSLER 55. On a necklace from Ancon is found a mother-of
pearl frog with the same rings on the back 56. Parallels with north-western 
Argentine are had in a black vessel from ~a Cienega published by DEBENE
DETTI, on which this frog appears in the incised ornament (fig. 19) 57 .. The 
similarity between the frog on tbe vessel from La Cienega :and the one on the 
wooden box from Peru is considerable. 

50 OUTES: Alfarerias del Noroesfe Argentino, fig. 12. 

51 Op. _cit., p. 18. 

52 BRUCH: Exploraciones arqueol6gicas en las provincias de Tucumtin y Catamarca, 


fig. C;O. • • " "" 

53 MAx SCH~1lDT: Kunst und Kultur von Peru, p. 187. 

f>4 Jf;id., p. 433. 

55 Altperuanische Kunst, Vol. III , pI. 12f>, fig. 358_ 

56 REISS und SrOBEL : Dds Totenfeldvon Anton in: Peru, Vol : III, pI. 79, fig. 9 b. 

57 DEBENEDE'FTI: L'Ancienne Civilisation des Barreales du Nord-Ouest Argentin, 


pI. XXXIX, a, b. 
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f.ig.. 17. The frog-motive on the painted CaJchaqui pottery. A, B, D, £, from BRUCH, 

.E.xp/oraciones arqueowgicos etc. fig·s. 47, 104, 90, 36; C, fromLAFONE QUEVEDO, Tipos 

d:e A1toreria, fig. 26; r,O, from AMBROSETTI, Notas de arqueologia etc., figs. 252, 253; 

H, 	from OUTES, Altorerlas etc., fig. 12; I, from A~1BROSETTI, £xploraciones arqueologicas 


etc., fig. 210 . 


... . 

Detail of engraved ornamentation on earthenware vessel from La Cienega. from 
DEDE!'EDETTI. 
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Possibly these figures represent portrayals of one and same kind of frog> 
perhaps. the females of a species which take care of their brood. The backs 
of the females of these species .have a particularly warty appearance .during 
the period of fertility. LEHMANN-DoERING depict from Valle de Chicama a clay 
vessel in the form of a toad or frog, on the back of which are several wart-like 
swellings. The authors write: "Rucken mit fruchtzweigen bedeckt" 58. On 
a clay vessel on feet from Chancay a frog-figure with similar bulb-formed 
swellings sits in jumping position on the edge 59. There is of course also a 
possibility that the rings mark the color spots on some of the highly colored 
frog species which are found not least in Peru. 

In the text to the described frog with rings from the La Ci.enega vessel 
DEBENEDETTI reports that painted frogs never occur in the painted pottery from 
La Cienega and La Aguada GO . This is however contradicted by the fact that 
one in the same work on a vessel from La Cienega finds a frog, to be sure very 
conventionalized but fully recognizable through the cloven head and the rhom
boid body 61. 

In the conventionalazing series in this material (fig. 16 B) which I have 
fonnerly called attention to, the frog-head disappeared. I wish to call attention 
to the occurrence of other coventionalized, very strange types with the c I 0 v en 

. fro g - h e a d. This in fig. 20 A we may study a burial urn from Santa Maria 
published by OUTES. The animal, which is found by itself in fig. 20 B, gives 
me the impression of being a conventionalized frog. OUTES speaks of "oficlios 
de cuerpo quebrado" 62. On the figure one may notice a detail, reminiscent 
of a hand, which according to my opinion should be one of the later stages of. 
the conventionalized frog hindlegs. The same detail is seen again in the 
ornamentation on a burial urn from San Jose (fig. 20 C), first published by 
ADAN QUIROGA 63. Whether ·one has to do with the conventionalized forms of 
the snake with the cloven head (plain snake heads are also found in the orna
mentation on the urn) or whether the ornament may be derived from the frog
motive is at first sight impossible to decide. To me, however, the snake-like 

58 Kunstgeschichte des allen Peru, pI. 62. 

59 MAx SCHMIDT, op. cit., p. 251. 

60 DEBENEDETTI: L' Ancimne Civilisation etc., p. 25. - ... "finalment; dans la 


ceramique de la Cienega et de La Aguada, nous rencontrons COlTUTle autre element consti
tutif principal, bien que moins frequemment, quelques representations de crapauds, depuis 
celles des fOTmes n~elles de l'animal jusqu'a ses transformafions completes par .stylisation 
graduelle. Notons, en passant, que Ie crapaud, si repandu dans les ceramiques peintes 
de style proprement appeIe 'calchaqui' par be.aucoup d'auteurs autorises ef 'cliaguite' par 
d'autres, ne I'est pas autant dans les poteries de La Cienega et de La Aguada, ef jamais 
On ne Ie trouve peint." 

61 Gp. cit., pL XVI. - "Vase eleve., avec anse laterale. La decoration peinte en 
noir sur Ie fond rougeatre de la piece est de caractere zoomorphe tres stylise el comprend 
des elements geometriques." 

0 2 Altarerias del Noroeste A~gentino, fig. 30, and p. 41. - "EI cueJlo,en sus dos 
mitades, se haJla dividido en tres regislres horizontaJes por lado, ocupadospor climan
kislrones en composici6n 6 por interesantes representaciones de ofidios de cuerpo que
brado, cabeza biparlita de cuyos lades se desprenden lineas onduladas." 

63 La Cruz en America, p. 140, fig. 52. 

: I 
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B. 

, '. r-.... \ \
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c. j) 
The frog with the cloven head? A, Santa Maria, from OUTES, Alfarerias etc.,.. 
fig. 30. B, San JOSf , from QUIROGA, La Cruz en America, fig. 52. 

seems secundary in comparison with the frog-like. With the point of departure: 

. in the cloven frog-head and a frogs hindlegs such a conventionalized form could . . 


easily develop from the frog-motive. r refer to fig. 20 D in which the origin of 

such a ornament has been schematically indicated. As appears from the figure, . 


. . one may, by imagining a change of those angles which are formed by the de- ' 
piction of a frogs leg-posture from acute to right, immediately arrive at the
ornament on toe earlier mentioned urn . 



---
Fig. 2.1 Fig.2:; 
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The detail of ornament.ation on a burial" urn from Lomas Coloradas 
between Santa Maria and Fuerte Quemado (O.M. 30.39.3. Ii.) which is re
produced in fig. 21 might be counted as one of these cross~ngs between frog
.and snake-portrayals. 

On the same vessel, as on the vessel in fig. 17 f:, one may notice a detail 
-of ornamentation with" a swelling ' in ' one end which might possibly be inter
preted as the depiction of a tadpole at an early stage. Leaving out the difference 
in execution it reminds one strikingly' of a clay cord 'with . a swelling in one 
end which MAC CURDY discovered on a Chiriqui vessel and which he interprets 
.as "representing frog in tadpole stage" (A Study of Clziriquian Antiquities, 

Fig. 21. Delai] of lhe' ornameolalion on burial urn from .Lomas' CoJoradas, G. M. 
30,39.3. a. '/'10 and '/•. ' . . 

. ~' 

fig. 101). In the case here dfscussed we must however abandon the inter
pretation of the ornament-detail being' a tadpole afierhavingseen two burial 
urns reproquced' hyBoMAN from the Yocavil valley' (KBICKEBERG~ Amerika, 
fig . . 85). The fact is that on the.se urns we see plainly that it is the ' o s t ric h
h e a d wit h the 0 s t ric h n e c k which is portrayed byitsel(and which, 
when the head is not clearly marked;. takes on the appearance of a bent line 
with a swelling in one end. . " . 

Depictions of tadpoles are hO'~'e~er not absent i~' the pottery. from the 
ierritory here treated. In the "La Paya" materia( published by AMBROSETTI 
we find a depiction of a tadpole in the stage when the forelegs begin to develop 
(fig. 22 D). It is part of the ornamentation on the innerside of a vessel and 
is, as one sees, furnished with the odd cloven head 64. 

, From America I know of no other cases than that from Chiriqui except 
ihe depictions of the tadpole in the polychrome Nasca pottery and from Zufli 
in North America; as regards the later together with frogs, dragonflies, and 
the like, on those clay baskets which are used to keep flour in at their cere
monial d'ances to ensure fertility. According to STEVENSON who portrays such 

64 JUAl' B. AhlBROSETTI: ExpLoraciones arqueoL6gicas en ·La· ciudad prehist6rica de 
"'La Paya", f. 1, fig . 112, and p. 243. 
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-Vessels from Zuni 65 itshould however, not be a question of tadpoles but larvas 
of a water insect 66. In the Nasca pottery it is, however, plainly a case of 

.~ .' iadpole-depictions. SELER 67 has reproduced a vessel, now at the museum of 
o.Qothenburg, from Nasca (G. M. 29.26.23.). On this vessel, which is repro

. duced in fig. 22 A, we find as well tadpoles as full-grown frogs. In the same 
'work SELER gives an example of still more tadpole-depictions in the painted 

~ ; ,.. . ;. 
--;. .. 

~~. . ~ : .. 

;3": '. ::Fig. 22. Depictions of frog-larvas. A, B, C, Nasca, from SELER. D, "La Paya", from 
.. . AMBROSETTI. A now belongs to the Gothenburg museum, 29.26.23. 
~~~~ . 
~""'-' ... 
~? Nasca pottery (see fig. 22 B, C) 68. At the museum of Gothenburg, further
~r more, the Nasca vessel 32. 2. 44. has tadpole ornamentation. In another con-
r.:' nection I shall return to these subjects. . . 

t::· 
t~. ·' 65 JAMES STEVENSO N : Illustrated Catalogue of the coUections obtained from the 
~• . .Indians of New Mexico and Arizona in 1879, figs. 448--453. 
'~: ;. 66 Op. cit., p. 360. _ "The figures most common, and in fact almost exclusively 
t,,::. 'used, are those resembling tadpoles, but which, as I learned, are intended to represent 
~::. ·a small crustacean or the larva of an insect common in the wa teT-pools and streams of the 
~.~. 2uni country; and the somewhat grotesque figures of the horned toad. (Phrynosoma)." 
~ :- 07 EDUARD SELER: Die buntbemalten OeftifJe von Nasca im siidlichen Peru und die 
~.- J-fauptelemen.t.e ihrer Verzierung, fig. 134 a. 
~;: 68 Ibid., fjgs. 318,319 and p . 313. 

Antbropos XXIX. 1934 . 3 
. , 

http:29.26.23
http:29.26.23
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Although the painted frog-motive dominates the Ca1chaqui potteI;)' there
is no lack of frogs, freely executed or in relief. In his "Notas de.Arqueologfa 
Ca1chaqui" A.~BROSETTI writes about frog portrayals: "Las representaciones. 
de este animal son comunes en los objetos arqueol6gicos del yalle Calchaqui.. 
La Colleci6n Zavaleta poseia varios vasos con sapitos aplicados en sus bordes,. 
como queriendo penetrar en ellos, y en un fragmento de puco negro se veia 
tambien la imagen de un gran zapo de relieve, modelado con lujo de detalles,. 
y hasta con el' cuero verrucoso, etc., cuyo dibujo no pude conseguir 69." 

DEBENEDETTI portrays a vessel from La Cienega, one side furnished' 
with a partly conventionalized frog-figure which is turned towards the mouth, 
of the vessel ;0. , Also from La Cienega, BREGANTE reports a vessel, now at 
the ethnographical museum in Berlin, "cuya decoraci6n fundamental la consti
tuyen seis batracios en relieve, colocados en la parte ventral y mirando hacia 
el borde" n. 

. This detail, that the frogs are placed so that they look towards the mouth: 
of tne'vessel is particularly characteristic for frog depiction in the Colombia·, 
pottery and I shall return thereto in a later chapter. , Finally, there remains.. 
only to call attention to a couple of frog-vessels, taken from AMBROSETTI, the· 
execution of which is of great interest for the understanding of the roll of the· 
frog in the Indian world of imagination, and to which I shall later return in 
connection with the roll of the frog in the concepts of fertility among the· 
Indians. It is padly a question of a frog-like squatting figure in clay from 
Taff in the Province of Tucuman, which is furnished wit an "organo genital 
masculino de tamano exajerado" ;2, partly of a vessel which AMBROSETTI 
describes in the following manner: "EI Museo Nacional posee tambien un~ 

pequeno vaso votivo que 10 forman dos sapos, uno sobre otro, en el acto del: 
coito, y 10 curioso es que el macho esta modelado de menor tamano que la 
hembra 73." As will be discussed , later, clay frogs depicted in a posture ot 
coition are known also from Colombia. 

III. Peru. 

I have already in the foregoing in a couple of instances touched upon the
occurrence of the frog-motive in Peru but now I wish to call attention to some
other cases. 

As one may expect from Peruvian high culture, even the frog-motive
is perfectly executed. Consider for instance the vessel in fig . 23 (table III) in 
the form of a toad from Valle Viru (G. M. 28. 18. 18.) with red decoration OD ! 

a white foundation. A toad, not quite ' as elegant but unusually realistic and' 

G9 Boldin del fnslituto Geogrdtico Argentino, t. XVII, p. 555. 
70 L' Ancienne Civilisation etc., pL XV a-b. - "Vase noir avec une anse later-ale

sur laquelle a elk modele un petit crapaud. La decoration gravee, de caraciere simple,., 
est constituee par des losanges isoles." 

, 71 BREGANTE: Ensayo de cLasiticacion etc., p. 123, cit. DEBEKEDETTI, CoIl. UHLE,. 

Nr. 1686. 
72 Bolelin del fnstituto Gcogrtitico Argentino, t. XVII, fig. 50-50 aJ and p. 554~ 

73 Bolelin etc., t. XVII, p. 555. 

.. 
.~ 
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~':_ distinctly executed, is found on a vessel from Chimbote deposited at the 

~, museum of Gothenburg (G. M. 1920, DICKSON). 

~- ' KROEBER has published a. clay vessel in the form of a squatting frog

~ or toad-figure from Moche 74. This vessel seems to impersonate a mythologi

~, cal frog shape. Still more is this' the case with a vessel from Chimbote, pubJi

~f .shed by MAX SCHMIDT, which represents a "frog-woman" who holds a "frog

~; child" in her arms 75. Unfortunately I cannot get any guidance from mytho- ' 

:: logical material as the Peruvian mythology is so little known in its details. 

,;,.. 

,;.~~..~_'~. That the frog is associated with rain- a~d fertility-ideas is beyond doubt. 1. 
,'''' have earlier spoken of the vessel in fig. 22 A upon which SELER has commen
~, ' ted 76. We see on this one together with the frogs and tadpoles what are r-clearly demons of vegetation which hold plants in their hands. Then men who 
~!,; , wander in a long line through the middle of the figure carry a sort of sticks 
l : in their,hands, perhaps digging-sticks; presumably a ritual sowing procession 
~ - . ' , 

(;.i;.~ ,~~ " I!l!g~! ' "" .,
~..);' " 

~';::L c, 

~~~, " "' . 
~< . 
~~?~:: . . 

~{ 
~:Fig. 24. Grindstone. in the form of a frog. Valley of Rio Uchiza, Peru. G. M. 27. 9. 1. ' /•. 

~. ' 


g~ .:. 


fforsomething in that way is here portrayed. One finds other vessels in the 

;,~ Peruvian pottery which strengthen the impression one has of the frog as an 

&:animal of fertility. Thus plain corn-cobs appear on a frog-formed vessel from 

l§Chimbote which is published by MAX SCHMIDT 77. To this might ev~n mortars 

~:pf s!one decorated with frogs be counted. SCHMIDT portrays one such from
l th~ highlands 7S, and .at the museum of Gothenburg is found a frog-formed 

~. gnnd-stone from the valley of Rio Uchiza at Rio HualJaga, south of Tarapato, 

[,Peru (f~g. 24) 79. From the Cuzco territory MAX SCHMIDT depicts stone 

~1tbowls WIlli frog-handles 80.
f t, Among vessels with frog-portrayals at the museum of Gothenburg is 

~~. a very interesting one from Valle Chicama(G. M. 30. 28. 3.) of that type of 
~~pottery y.rhich portrays human beings with pathological defects and which in 
~~~eruvian pottery artistically stands so high. As one sees in fig. 25 (table III), 

~Z ' 74 A.. L. KROEBER : The UHLE -p~~tery Collections from Moehe, pI. 55, fig. 1. 
~: 75 Kunst und Kulfur von Peru, p. 173. 
~I'~~ ' 70 Die buntbemalten Gefiif3e etc., p. 313-314.-

. .; ". 77 Kunst und Kultur von P eru, p. 178. 
~... 78 lb 'd 457~", L ., p. . ' . 

g;.. . 79 G. M. 27.9. 1. Gift to the museum of Gothenburg from lecturer A. MELIN 

~ :~d portrayed in 'his book "PA Andernas Ostsluttning", Uppsala, 1931, p. 111. .
I;' so Kunst und Kultur von Peru, p. 458 and p. 459. 3" 

~ 
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with the · detailed drawing of the face, the artist has portrayed a man whose 
nose cartillage and lips have been eaten away. What is .most interesting in 
this connection is, however, that a black painted frog is placed on either cheek. 
Among MONTELL'S schematic drawings showing incised ornaments in the 
fa'ce on figural vessels from the northern coastland, one finds three faces 
with frog pictures 81. MONTELL associates the occurrence of these and other 
animal figures on the facial pottery in Peru with tattooing, which, as a matter 
of fact, existed on the coast of the middle part of the country. He writes 
further: "A matter of fact which seems strange is that this engraved facial 
decoration on the clay-vessels is so irregular and unsymmetrical. It frequently 
occurs that figures of animals are placed on the site of the eyebrows, at the 
corners of the mouth, or on the cheeks or the chin. What their significance 
may be is impossible to say, . but it is conceivable that they represent totem 
marks, OF such like 82." 

LEIiMANN-NITSCIiE has published a clay vessel from Moche, also por
traying a man without nose-tip. The man has on the chin the picture of an 
aniinal, according to the author a "chinchi" which he thinks might possibly 

. represent the sickness which has eaten away the nose 83. This, however, does 
not seem very likely. On the facial vessels published by MON TELL there are 
frogs on such faces which do not seem defect. 

Regarding frog-portrayals on earthenware from Peru there remains to 
mention vessels with frogs which sit in a jumping position on the edges of 
the vessels. As will be evident later, this is typical for the Colombia pottery. 
From Ancon in Peru I know of one open clay-bowl with the frog placed in .' ., .~ 

this typical position 84. At the ethnographical State museum in Stockholm 
are two Peruvian vessels with frog-portrayals, from respectively Chimbote 
and Ouadelupe. I reproduce the Chimbote vessel (R. M. 16. 107.) here in 
fig. 26 (table IV) 85 . . The pose of the frogs turned towards the center and . '·T: 

towards one another is the one which is typical for the Chibcha pottery, 
although the vessel itself in this case' is Peruvian in type. On a house-urn 
from Trujillo one may notice two frogs which have crept up on the roof and 
are turned towards one another 86 . They are interesting aiso because of those 
spots on the back~ about which I have spoken before. . . 

We meet frog-portrayals from Peru also in other materials than earthen
ware. I have in another connection mentioned a mother-of-pearl frog from 
Ancon with rings on the back. In Peru also exist frogs made of white shell. 
There is a striking similarity between the frogs on. a necklace from Cuzco 

81 GOSTA MO:\TELL: Dress and Ornaments in Ancient Peru, fig. 38, E, Y, H. 
82 Op. cit., p. 92. 
83 R. LEHMAN!\-NITSCHE.: Lepra precolombina?, figs. 8, 9. 
S4 R. & M. D'HARCOURT: La ceramique ancienne du Perou, pI. 38. 
85 This vessel is depided. by ERLAND ·NORDENSKIOLD in his work · "De Sydameri. 

kanska Indianernas Kulturhistorid', fig. 123. The vessel from Guadelupe (R . .M. 16.8.) 
is depicied in the same work as fig. 124. 

86 ARTHUR BAESSLER: Alfperuanische Kunst, Vol. I, pI. 13, fig. 57. - "Eigenartig 
ist der Schnmek des Daches: zwei sich gegenseitig ansehende frosche, die an den Enden 
des Dachquerbalkens hocken." 
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-"~ublished by UHLE 87 and the twenty-three frogs in shell which are part of 
a necklace from Ica 88. 

In the earlier mentioned wooden-box from the coast of Peru we have 
an example of the use of the frog-motive in the art of wood-c.arving. In 
his rapport to de Montes Claros regarding his father's, MARTIN SANCHEZ DE 
ALCAYAGA, conquista in the present Santa CruZ de la Sierra territory, Padre 
DE ALCAYA gives the information that in the teI1}ple in C'..!Z(;O were idols for 
"common people" in palo-wood with carved toads and other animal figures, 

· as monkeys, snakes, and birds 89. COBO also counts idols in the form of toads 
among those of different material and form which he mentions 90. That the 
frog pJayed a religious roll we get confirmed also by GARCILASSO DE LA 
VEGA 91. According to TSCHUDI 92 toads were found among the other larger 
and smaller animals which were offered in Peru. It is interesting that toads 
also play an important" part in the samiri-concept among the Aymara-, Uro-, 

. and Chipaya Indians. The samiri-concept, which has been thoroughly studied 
by Dr. A. METRAUX during an expedition to the Bolivian highlands in 1930 
is of a complicated nature and difficult to define. METRAUX has been kind 
enough to place his notes on this subject at my disposal but there is not here 
occassion to discuss any details, particularly as the collector of the information 

· has explained that he is going to publish this interesting material. Here I 
shall merely point out that toads may be samiri. Offers are brought them 

87 MAX UHLE: Paclwcamac. fig. 113, and p. 95. - "A frog carved In white 
· shell, with one green and one red eye, is suspended from the chain." 

88 .MJ\X SCH~!IDT: Kunst und Kullur von Peru, p. 465. 
89 MUJIA: Exposici6n de los titulos que consagran el derecho territorial de Bolivia, 

·etc. Anexos, t. I, Epoca Colonial, p. 162 (Relacion del Padre DE ALCAYA, cura de Ma
·taca): "La calc;:ada es de diez brac;:as de ancho y de largo veynte y salei' otra plac;:a, asi 
Como la de la ciudad del CuzC(} donde esta un templo gTandioso y muy grande, que d.i 
temor entrar en el, porque ya tantos pulpitos de una parle y otra, puestos y arrimados a 
los lados des tempI 0, que cosa maravilla quan sujetos les tiene el demonio con esta dia
b61ica orden. Los pulpitos son hasta la .cinta a· modo de una ca.xa de guerra rredondos 
y gruesos que un hombre no los puede abarcar, y encima su idolo de plomo y estano: esto 
es de los caciques y de la gente noble; y los de la oridinaria son de palo, todos pequeiios . 
·unos con figura de leones y otros de monos y otros de culebras, sapos, pajaros, y otros 
animales que produce y cria aquella tierra que no la pongan puesta en aquel tiemplo." 

90 BERKABE COBO: Hisloria del Nuevo Mundo, t. III, p. 345. - " '" una infinidad 
que tenian de imagenes y estatuas, que todas -eran idolos muy venerados por sl mismos, 
sin que pasase este simple gente adelante con la imaginaci6~ a buscar 10 que represen
taban. Destas, unas eran pintadas i otras entalladas de diferentes materias, fonnas y 
gTandeza; unas eran de plata, otras de oro, palO; piedra, Carro y de otras cosas; unas 
tenian forma de humana y otras de diversos animales, peces, aves y legumbres, como de 
Carneros, Culebras, Sapos, G u a cam a y a s; de mazorca de maiz, y otras semillas y 
Iegumbres, rnuy bien contrahechas." 

. 91 Comenlarios reales, que tralan del origen de los yncas, etc.., Libra I, Cap. IX. 
" ... Tabien tenia POT dioses a otras culebras· menores dode no las auia ta grandes 

como e los Antis, a las lagarlijas, sapos y escuerc;:os adorauan." 
. 92] . ]. VO l' TscHUDI: Kulturhislwische und sprachliche Beilriige zur Kennlnis des 

allen Peru, p. 42. - "Von Amphibien waren Gegenstande der Verehrung und des Opfers 
Schlangen, viele Arten von Eidec11sen und Kroten." 
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and they are kept in small glass vessels. Mountains may be samiri. Thus Cerro 
de Potosi is a samiri, and MCTRAux was told that there was a stone-toad on 
its top 93. Cerro de Oruro is also a samiJ·i. Samiri are the protectors of vil
lages and herds. from all this it is evident that the samiri-concept is con
nected with concepts of fertility and one may without hesitation take for granted 
that the prime factor in that line of thought which makes the toad a samiri, 
the bringer of good luck, the protector of the herds, is ideas about a relation 
between the frog and the rain. 

But we return to the appearance of the frog-motive in Peruvian art
forms. Regarding this motive in textile-ornamentation I must say that it is 
not commqn with frog-portrayals; I have at least not succeeded in finding the 
frog represented frequently in the material and literature which has been 
accessible to me. As an example of beautiful naturalistic depiction I shall 
however refer to fig. 27 A, which shows a detail of' an unusally handsome 
knitted piece at the museum of Gothenburg. The finding-place is not known 
with certainty but may be Paracas. fig. 27 B shows the frog-motive on a 
woven belt from the coast (G. M. 32. 2. 84.). On this belt are a row of such 
frogs alternating with the conventionalized forms which we notice at the lower' 
edge of the drawing. This later conventionalized four-armed ornament is 
reminiscent of a four-armed ornament which occurs on a woven piece from 
Arica, now belonging to the museum of Gothenburg, and published by 
SKOTTS!3ERG U4. As far as Arica is' concerned the four-armed element may, 
however be traced back to human portrayals and need therefore not at all have 
anything to do with frog-portrayals 95. 

Concerning frog-portrayals in metal, finally, they do not either seem 
to be numerous from this territory. from Tiahuanaco I know of only one 
specimen. It is a very small frog-figure of solid metal, bored through in 
the head so that it may be worn as a pendant (G. M. 31. 15.244, POSNANSKY). 
In the ethnographical museum in Berlin is a frog in silverplate from Peru 
(Mus. f. V6lkerkunde, V A 41266).. The golden ear pendants furnished with 
hanging frog-figures which are published by RIVET and VERNEAU should also 
be mentioned here: In particular one of them may easily be recognized as a 

03 Compare M. RIGODERTO PAREDES: Mitos, supcrsticiones y supervil'encias po
pulares de Bolivia, p. 67. - "Sienien aun gran predilecci6n por los penascos 0 cierias 
piedras que iienen la iigura de genie 0 animal. Cerca a la ciudad de Oruro,exislia un 
pedrej6n en forma de sapo, el que era considerado porel pueblo como una huaca mila
grosa y, en consecuencia, se la reverenciaba cubriendola constantemente de flores, mixtura 
y derramando encima de ella chicha, vino y aguardiente. La piedra conienia en su base 
un hueco, por donde pasaban arrasira.ndose las personas que deseaban saber sobre el 
iermino de su vida. La que se atracaba y no podia franquear el paso suponia que ita 
a morir pronio, 0 por 10 menos, no ser larga la existencia que Ie qued.aba; la que salvaba 
sin dificultad alguna, creia que viviria mucho, y que su muerio esiaba muy distante. Un 
militar despreocupado y torpe, redujo a ped.azos la piedra sagrada con un tiro de dinamita, 
cusando el hecho, general y profundo sentimiento en el pueblo, que se vi6 privado de 
su preciada huaca." 

04 CARL SKOTTSllERG: Noles on the old Indian necropolis ot Arica, fig. 44 (0. M. 
19.1. 218.), fig. 47 (0. M. 19.1. 179.). 

95. Ibid., p. 48 (Q. M. 19. 1. 202..). 
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~ -.. .
F 'irog through its outhammered large eyes 96. From 
;. . the body-and leg-posture only one cannot decide 
~ . whether the figure is zoomorph or antropo-
S morpho . 
::, . From the coastal cultures in present Ecua
~ <lor the material at the museum of Gothenburg 
~. p~rmits me to state only one occurrer.cc of the 
:~ ,'frog-motive. It is an edge fragment of a jar from 
~. Manta . (G. M. 24. 17.59.) on which the frog- A . 
t motive is expressed in profile (fig. 28). In 
~> SAVILLE'S great work about the archaeology from 
t' Manabi appears a problematic frog-figure 97 

t":. .among a great number of animal figures, such 
~: .a fishes and birds. 
~~"~ . ' . From the tribes in the highlands the frog
f"' motive is represented in grave finds from the 
!f -Quillacingas in the north. According to JOYCE 

~\" ~tthe Quillacinga graves have yielded vases of 
~; · .good paste mixed with sand, moulded in a 
i>'- variety of shapes, human and animal, and some

times ornamented with painted designs. Orna
ment in relief, in the form of monkeys, frogs, 

,., ~ . 'S~akes, birds, and lizards, is common, the first 
~i '()f these animals predominating . .." 98. JOYCE 

~~.also points (lut that "the vases of the region near 
~ the boundary bear a resemblance to those of 
~, Colombia". The use of the frog-motive is not 
~ ihe least important part of this resemblance. As 
~:.'we shall se~ from the following, the frog-motive 
~, has, to judg~ from the frequency of finds, played 
~ 'a~ e~ceptiondl roll within the Colombian cultural 
;;.:. <listnct. . . 

i~:_ IV. Colombia.

it:>.. It is in earthenware and as independent 
. '; figures of gold that one before all meets frog
~) portrayals from the Colombian cultural district. 
il~ To what degree the frog-motive has been used 
~ also at the decoration of other material it is here,
i.......:·~~s elsewhere where the climatic conditions prevent 
~ Fig. 27. The frog-motive in 
~:...96 P . Rl VET and R. VER l'EA U: Ethnogrophie an- textiles from the coastal 
~..• cunne doe l'Equateur, pI. XXIV: 7. . .. ,_ territory of Peru. A, detail 
'" . 9. M.AR~HALL H. SAVILLE: The AnltqudLes oti. Manabi, Ecuc.:.J.or, Vol. 2, pI. XCVII: 8, "probably a frog". of knitted piece. B (0. M. 
k- 98 THOM AS A. JOYCE: South American ArcJlOeo- 32.2.84.), detail of ' woven 

~ Jogy, p. 71. belt. ' /3. 

~~. 
t:' 

http:ArcJlOeo-32.2.84
http:Ecuc.:.J.or
http:occurrer.cc
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the conservation for a longer time of easily spoiled grave goods and other
archaeological material, difficult to express any opinion about. The material 
which is found in clay and gold does however throw sufficient light upon: 
the intensive use of this motive among the culture people in Colombia. 

I. Earthenware Material. 
What is most characteristic for the treatment of the frog-motive in· 

Colombian pottery is that the plastically portrayed frog-figures are turned: 
inwards towards the mouth of the vessel. This is true as well of Cauca- . as. 
of Chibcha-pottery. As an example of this a great number of reproductions . 
of vessels from Colombia should serve. A beautiful specimen is the fragment
of a vessel from Manizales, Antioquia (fig. 29, table II) which is published: 

Fig. 28. Poi1ery fragment from Manta, Ecuador, represeniing a frog or toad with bulging
nose. Q. M. 24. 17. 59. 6/7• 

by UIiLE 99. ,lnUHLE's work are reproduced several clay-vessels with frog
portrayals on the edges 100 ; also a complete frog-figure in black clay 101 to· 
which I wish to refer. This is also the case with the pottery published by 
SELER from the Tolima- and Cauca-tribes 102. , 

'LOVeN considers the motive with frogs looking in over the edges as an 
archaic feature in the Chibcha pottery, which it has in common with the
valley of Cauca and Chiriqui 103. He names the following characteristics for 

99 MAX UHLE: Kultur und lndustrie siiiiamerikanischer Vollier, VoL 1, pI. 4, 
fig. 18. 

100 Gp. cit., pI. 1, fig. 2, Ansenna vieja, Cauca; pI. 3, fig. 3, Funza, Cundinamarca. 
101 Gp. cit., pl 4, fig. 17, Pueblo de Pucare, Cauca. - "Kleiner Frosch. Karper 

ringsum und hohl; die Beine in Relief, am Bauche bezeichnet, als waren sie gegeneinander 
gelegt. Der flache, an einem Mauleinschnitte kenntliche Kopf ist der Bauchseite zugekehri. 
Querdurchbohrungen am Bauche und im Kopfe." 

102 SELER: Peruanische Altertiimer, pI. 57, figs. 6, 15, 16, 17, and 20; pI. 58, fig. 2. 
103 SVEN LOVE!';: Ober die Wurzeln der Tainischen Kultur, p. 200. - "Die Keramik 

des andinen Columbiens hai1e hohe Entwicklungsstufen sowohl in der GefaBform als in 
der Bemalung erreich1. In keiner Gegend Siidamerikas hat man so schOne gestempelte 
Ornamente hervorgebrac1lL Man kann ja die Stempelung als eine fabriksrn.aBige Fort
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¥~: arL~~i~ pottery in South America: As a rule rough material with engraving 
',,! instead of painting. The bowls are open or "globular with a constricted neck" I,' without real pot-ears, but instead with lugs or often with inward-looking 
~? JIlodelied heads or faces 104. 

~: As regards the occurrence in Chiriqui of the frog-motive in pottery as 1:-plastically formed figures which are turned inwards, examples- thereon are ' 
~;: well known through the works about this culture by HOLMES, MACCURDY, 
~: and other authors 105. ' To give any example ' in reproductions should there
~{,~, fore be unnecessary. I do, however, wish to point out that there are details 

~t~ ' ' 
I{' 

~: : .;, 
~. . 

f)C~ -
~~.-~ 
~:( ~' -
~.~; 

tl;, 
r '
r-7: 

Small tripod-vessel from Volcan, Chiriqui. The feet seem to represent a being, 
both frog-and human-Jike. G. M. 'n. 21. 3. '/1 and 'I•. 

which Chiriqui and Colombia do not seem to have in common as regards the 
~(use of the frog-motive in earthenware. Thus in Chiriqui one finds frogs 

~~~y as fee~ on tripods. I refer partly to HOLMES 106, partly to fig. 30 where we 
~:: see a detailed drawing of a tripod vessel from Volcan, Chiriqui (0. M. 
m~~ . 27.21. 3.). The feet seem to depict a being, at once frog- and human-like. Aside 
~" , from the fact that tripod pottery is relatively uncommon in Colombia I have 
~.... , " 

I ;.not in the material from there discovered this placing of the frog on the vessels. 

~. setzung der archaischen Gravierung betrachten. Daneben , konnle man sagen, daB die 
",,\ ' Cbibcha-Kerarrtik mit ihren Frasehen, die tiber den: Rand gefliBei.nwliri's blicken, eine 


~~ r~gelrechtere Entwicklu.ng aus . r~~ ar~airo:en Im~uls~n dars.tellt. ~ber darauf_ ~crn:.linkt
i" sIch <las Ganze. Arehalsch pnnuhv Wlrkl sle gewlB mehL DIe Chlbcha-Keramik IS! tiber

~; h~upt. ni~.ht orig:inell fUr die Chib0as; sondern hat,. besonders in. gestem~lten Geflifien 

~;: mIt emwaris gewendeten Froschen, mehreren Orts 1m Caucatale Ihresglelchen und man 

~_ konnte die Vergleiehe bis naeh Chiriqui ausdehnen_" 

~.,- 104 LOVE l' , op. cii., p. 20l. 

~,~~- 106 See MACCURDY: A study of Chiriquian Antiquities, pI. XIV. - "Series of 

~r vases in which the frog is employed as shoulder ornaments." 

~"'~: 106 WILLIA M H. HOLMES: Ancient art of the province of Chiriqui, fig. 98, and p. 76. 


~~" 
fa-i' 
~" 
t': ' 
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As a link in the connections between Central America and Colombia 
I suppose we may interpret LINNe'S find from one and same grave in La 
Gloria at the harbour place for' Santa Maria la Antigua at the bay of Uraba 
of two almost identical clay-vessels with four .plastically formed frogs of 
an earlier discussed type (0. M. 27. 21. 854.). One of these vessels has been 
published by LINNe 107. According to him "the conventionalization is inten
tional and these little figures bear evidence of much capacity for observation. 
and a sharp eye for nature" (op. cit., p. 13). 

. We have also clay-vessels with frogs in jumping position on the edge 
of the vessel and turned towards the mouth recorded from Chiriqui, Colombia, 
Peru, lower Amazonas, and the territory of Calchaqui. 

The connection between Colombia and Chiriqui with Colombia as the 
giving part is at once clear~ The occurrence of these frog-vessels in Peru 
seems to be sporadic. The earlier mentioned vessel from Ancon gives one 
the impression of being Chibchan. The influence may have come to northern. 
Peru from north-east via the trade-ways from Chibchas, passing. by the 
present Ecuador. In Peru, the inward-looking frogs have later so to speak 
been applicated upon their own types of vessels, as for instance is the case 
with the house-urn from Trujillo. As regards the occurrence in lower Ama
zonas, the frog element must be very old there and have to do with its 
occurrence in the Diaguita-Calchaqui culture through the formerly mentioned 
Arawak culture current, via Mojos from Amazonas. In north-western 
Argentine the frog-motive has later been particularly cherished and specialized 
within the painted pottery by which the discussed conventionalizations have 
developed. 

Since material from Venezuela is so little known I have not succeeded 
in discovering from there any vessel with frogs in jumping position. As. 
has been said earlier, frogs are nevertheless mentioned in the literature but 
without any clear information about how they have been placed on the vessels. 
It may be added that ERNST 108 has described a figural vessel w'ith frog-eyes 
from Niquivao in the state of Trujillo. ERNST does not, however, consider 
the vessel to be a frog-portrayal, but is of the opinion that they through the 
frog-eyes have meant to suggest a deity which had- to do with the fertilizing 
power of the water; he even suggests that an association with Chibchas' 
Baclzue-goddess perhaps were not beyond possibility 109. As one sees from 

107 S. LINNE: Darien in the Past, fig. 2 B. 
lOS A. ERKST: Venezuelanische TongefiifJe und Tonfiguren aus alter und neuer Zeit, 

pI. XIII, fig. 19. 
109 Op. cit., p. 174. - " ... Das Auffallendste an der Figur sind die Augen, die 

infolge ihrer SleJlung mil den· halbgesChlossenen Augen eines Frosches die groBle Ahn
lichkeit haben. DaB dieser Slellung eine bestirnmie Absich! zugrunde. liegi, geht aus 
anderen Tonfiguren hervor, die bei vollkommen gleicher Behandlung und Verzierung 
des Gesichtes quergestellle Augen haben, wie dies z. B. der in Fig. 20 abgebildele Kopf 
beweist, der ebenfalls bei Niquivao gefunden wurde. In den Hohlen jener Gegend findet 
man auch haufig aus Serpentin geschniltene N,:chbildungen von Froschen, und da be
kannllich bei den Stammen Neugranadas und ihren Nachbarn der Frosch das Symbol 
des befruchtenden Wassers war, so ~ann uns diese spezielle Augenforrn vielleicht zu einer 
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~~~ .the quotation from ERNST he also reports finds of frog-figures in serpentinef--from the same territory. 

~~ 2. P 0 r t ray a lsi n 001 d. 

;~ . The wealth of gold among the Colombian culture peoples is famous and 
f " the number of finds of wrought gold objects which have been made in the 
~; graves within the Colombian culture district is considerable. 'Among other 
~~ : animals such as snakes, birds, &c., the frog often occurs among those figures 
~. which are hammered out from thin gold-plate on model-blocks of stone or 
~ . cast Ii cire perdue. I shall here in connection with the depictions in fig. 31 
~ ., (table IV) give some examples from the literature to throw light upon the 
~f~ .frequency of the motive 110. 

~t . RESTREPO, who considers the animal figures to be material cult-offers 111, 
~:> quotes CASTELLANOS : 
~1-C::' "Por los jeques se presentan las ofrendas 
" .:. . Que trae cada cual al santuario. 
,.:...;~" Que son varias figuras hechas de oro, 
~,. . Hasta culebras, ranas, lagartijas,

iK ~~~~:::. 'b''::'::: ~i,";;:t&fi. Vasos de diferentes composturas,r.·' Leones, tigres, monos y raposas, 
r .,' , Aves de todas suertes y maneras. 
,'. 

Y el jeque hace tal ofrecimiento 
~': Ante los falsos idolos que tienen ll~."~;:.: 
~~Ji: 'If.:-l' In the archaeological atlas belonging to RESTREPO'S work a golden frog 
~J from Chirajara (pI. XIX, fig. 53) is portrayed, and also both sides of a model
~:' block in stone for the execution of various figures, among these a very 
~:: beautiful frog (fig. 31 D) 113. Such model-blocks have also been published 

I

~f" 
I~; Erklarung der vorliegenden Figur fUhi-en. Sie soli sicherlich keinen Frosch darstellen; 
~-... aber es ware denkbar, daB man durch die Froschaugen eine mit der befruchtenden Kraft 
~. des Wassers in Verbindung gedachte Goltheit andeuten wollte, urn so mehr als auch 
~: . bei anderen VOlkern Beispiele bekannt sind, daB gewisse Goiter ~ur durch ein einziges 
~~; Attribut bezeichnet wurden. Und da so manches in den Altertiimern der Cordillere von 
~: : Trujillo und ~erida auf ~influB au~ Neu~ranada hinweist,. glaube. ich, es ware, nicht 

':~ : gerade ungerelmt, unsere Flgur auf dIe Goltm Ba.chue zu bezlehen, die von den Chlbchas 
"' , als Spenderin der Friichte des Feldes mit Raucherwerk aller Art verehri. wurde (--)." 
t.. ;' 110 The frogs need not have been made from pure gold. They have also been made 

.~'. ' in tumbaga which is shown by CRtQVI-Mo~TFORT and RIVET: Contribution d ['{tude 
61-'i> de l'archeologie ei de la metalwrgie Colombiennes, pI. VII, figs. 5 and 9 and p. 536. 
~:~ Still it mus~ have. bee~ easier :0 hammer out the figures in pure gold than in the tumbaga 
~~'O' aHoy, especJally If thl5 contaIned a larger percentage copper.
I I' . 111 VICEN;E RES~REPO: ~os .Chibchas ~~te.s de la Conquista E~paii.ola, p. 1~0. I0,-"'- . No era, pues, a los ammales a qUJenes se dmgJa el culto de los Chlbchas: las flguras
ii' que de ellos hacian eran la ofrend a material que presentaban a sus dioses y Ii sus" ~ ..~, santuarios." 

~~-t . 11~ Gp. cit., p. 149, cit. CASTELLA~OS. Compare L. FERKAKDEz PIEDRAHlTA: 
'.; Historia General de las conquistas del nuevo reino de Granada, p. 14. 

'I-'= ~ 
113 Los Chibchas etc. Atlas arqueol6gico, pI. XLI, fjg. 130. 

~:': 
~~ 
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by UtiLE 114 (fig. 31 B). He has made ~c~e figures in plate from these model
blocks and these figures have the typical look of the Chibcha frogs 115. As 
is known there have been authors who have considered these model-blocks to 
be signs of an unknowI]. Chibcha calender, or something like that. There is 
however no cause to discuss such absurdities here. . 

The use of m~del-blocks for the execution of golden figures in Colombia 
explains of course the often almost identical finds '.,.hich have been made. 

The golden frog in fig. 310 from the District of Pacora, Antioquia} 
is reproduced from BRYCE-WRIGHT'S description of a collection of gold orna
ments from Colombia, now at Hastings, England 116. According to the work 
here quoted it is cast, whereafter the legs have been hammered out to their 
present length. 

The curious depiction in fig. 31 A is from ZERDA 117 and is meant to 
represent a tablet of clay which was found at an underground cult place at 
Lorna del Pajarito near Yarumal with figures of an eagle together with human 
beings and frogs of gold. 

ZERDA places the appearance of the frog among the Chibchas in asso
ciation with the rain, which, however, for the part of Aritioquia, does not seem 
creditable to URIBE ANGEL 11S, who depicts the pendant here reproduced in 
fig. 31 E and who tries to make the frog a symbol for war and hunting. This 
he accounts for by saying that from the frog was had "un licor venenoso que 
usaban y usan en la caza y en el combate". I t is obvious from Colombian 
literature that much discussion has arisen on the subject of the meaning of the 
frog. TRIANA'S explanation of the frog in Chibcha art as a symbol of the 
human soul may be added as a curiousity 119. 

In the cult place described by ZERDA were found fourteen frogs in gold 
on the clay tablet alone. This number is little, however, compared with some 
information which ARANGO gives in his memoirs. Thus he speaks of a 
grave find where the body was b1,lried with one hundred handsomely 

114 M. UHLE: Atisgewiihlle Stucke des K. Museums fur Volkerkunde zur Archiiologie 
Amerikas, pI. VIII: 2-2 a, 8. 

115 Op. cif., pI. IX, figs. 32-41. 
116 Description of the collection of Gold Ornaments from the "Huacas' or graves 

etc. fig. 16. 

. 117 LIBORIO ZERDA: El Dorado, estudio historico, etnogr6fico y arqueol6gico de 
de los Chibchas, fig. 27, and p. 46. - "En la loma llamada del Pajarito, cerca de Yarumal, 
se encontr6 un templo indigena, subierraneo, Con entrada al Oriente, formado en el centro 
de una gran sala !lena de nichos de diversas dimensiones. En el habia grandes vaws de 
oro, lamparas, incensarios, figuras de animales, principalmenie aguilas 6 ranas, sapos 
y figuras que representan aI hombre." 

118 MAN UEL URIBE ANGEL: Geografia General y Compendio Historico del Estado 
de Antioquia en Colombia, pI. XIII, fig. 1. -: "Escudo estampado en lamina de oro fino, 
COn La iJnagen <i~ una rana al centro. Horadado como condeconi.ci6n", and p. 513. 

119 MIGUEL TRIA!':A: La Civilizacion Chibcha, p. 205. - "Muchos otros ejemplos 
se pcxl.rian aducir para demostrar que Ja rana desempeiia el papel de simbolo del alma 
hUJnana en los jeroglificos chibchas." 
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f'~c ' , 
~- wrought golden frogs 120. He also mentions other finds of golden 
B frogs 121. Interesting is the report of a clay frog-pair in a posture of coition 
~:-: from a grave in Blendonia 122. It reminds one of CASTELLANOS' words: 

~::- "Tenian los Cbibchas, idolos, 

~~ , , Unos de oro y otros de madera, 

i ' Otros de hilo, grandes y pequeiios, 

~ , Todos con cabelleras, mal tallados;
l...' " . ' y '1ambien hacen idolos.~ de' cera, 
~:" , y otros de barro blanco, pero todos 
m:~5..,,': Estan de dos en dos, macho con hembra, 
~," ; , Adorn-ados con mantas que les ponen 
;;:: . Dentro de los infames santuarios 1~3."
rite ' 
.,.,"'~ . . The elegantly conventionalized frogs portrayed in fig. 31 r are from;to"'" 

~ :- Popayan, Cauca, and have been published by UliLE 124. 


~ In his "Ethnographic and linguistic notes on the Paez Indians of Tierra 

~;.~ 

Adentro, Cauca, Columbia" PJTTIER DE fABREGA writes (p. 310): "The high~-~ 
~-?~~~:
",f · , peaks of the most rugged districts of Tierra Adentro are often crowned by 
~~. : isolated huacas, which are especially sought by treasur.e-hunters. At Tacuey6~.c;,~' 
~.·f. we had the opportunity of admiring a set of gold objects found in such graves
~~ :: 
~;" and of which we made the photograph reproduced in plate II, 2. The frogs are 

of a type quite distinct from those with which I became familiar in Costa 
Rica." The frogs mentioned by this author are of the usual type and hang on 

ii: a necklace together with a human figure and thirteen other figures in gold. 
~' - That the Indians in Colombia wore necklaces with golden frogs is known 
tI,; '.- and recorded, for instance from Quimbayas by' SELER 125. from Chibcha 
~~·,;.., tribes in Central America such necklaces are mentioned as grave finds already_,t_f:;t 1640 in ' PINEDA'S "Noticias de los Indios Ouaimies", where one reads the 
~f~ following: "Creen 1a inmortalidad del alma, y que esta luego que muere va 
~, con el cuerpo a 1a otra vida; este viage no 10 consideran mui distante, y porI:::a los que mueren euidan de panerles comida para algunos dias, y todas las 

~-= , ', 120 LUIS ARA?\GO c.: Recuerdos de La Ouaqueria en el QUindio, p. 136. - "Cerca:{:, 

~ de Corin10 (Cauca), han sacado guacas ricas en oro; y los indios de esa region saben 

~~...~ ~( . dond.c hay guaquerias , ricas, pero ni quaquean ni Jas muestran. Alii s. un cajon de 3 v. 

~_ de 3 p.; la ooveda era una chuspa forrada , con anchos lastres de piedra; tenia un indio 

~>, con 100 ranas de oro fino, muy bien hechas, que pesaron 130 c.; 1000s los cajones de 

~~' este pueblo tienen bonitas figuras de oro." 

f)" ' 121 P. 144. - "A pocos kilomeiros de aqui, en La Palma, cerca del rio Cauca, 

~,. sacaron unos cajones encimeros; el buque de la guaca rellenado con piedras y tierra y 

;<,,' las b6vedas en claro; difuntos de uno a tres. Las figuras de oro son sapos, ardill as,

;~- : 

t" 10tumas, mascaras grandes de cara ovaladay ilarices redondas, etc." 

~> 122 P. 118. - "En Blendonia sacaron un cajon de dos yaros de largo JX>r una de 

~. , ancho ..." - "Dos sapos de barro, macho 'y hernbra, bien hechos y grandes, pintad05 al 

,~:; natural con tintas negra y blanca, estahan a manera del coito." 

:;. 123 RESTREPO: Los Chibchas etc., p. 148, cit. CASTELLANOS. 

~ 1.24 Kultur und Industrie etc., Vol. 2, pI. 23, figs. 7, 8. 


125 SELER: Die Quimbaya und ihre /Ilachbarn, p. 74. - "Un'er dem verschiedenen 
l(leinzeuge sind besonders die Halsketten aus Kroten-, Insekten- oder sonstigen phanta
stischen Tierfiguren zu erwahnen, und andere, die aus ganz feinen gekornelten Gold
perlen zusammengefUgt sind," 
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alajas que i:ienen; par cuia razon en Guacas, 6 sepulturas se encuentran siempre 
varias vasijas de barra, y el animal favorito hecho de oro que tiahia al cuello 
el difunto. Entre estos he vista zap os, culebras, ranas, monitos, y murcielagos 

. regulannente trabajados que sacan de las escabaciones 126." . 

I have formerly spoken of the influence of Colombra upon Chiriqui as 
far as depictions of frogs in clay is concerned. It is particularly the Cauca 
who have influenced the Chiriqui, and this appears clearly when it is a question 
of gold depictions. 

Golden frogs occur frequently in Chiriqui. As well HOLMES as MAC
CURDY have shown that the metal frog-type with plate-like, flattened hindlegs 
(fig. 32)12i differs from the type most frequently occurring in earihenware) 

fig. 32. Golden frog from Chiriqui. After HOLMES. 

with shori, rounded body and insignificant hindlegs. As MACCURDY ho
wever points out, loans ·may occur in earihenware of the · metal frog-type and 
vice versa 128 . According to the last-named author the flattened hind-legs 
"originally from the webfoot of the frog" have the two-fold purpose of calling 
attention to the golden adornment and of preventing the object from dangling 
when the wearer moves about 129. 

The golden frogs from Chiriqui may be united in pairs 130, or combinea 
with other animal depictions 131. 

Early information about golden frogs from the Mexican coast norih of 
Yucatan we get through LAS CASAS' description of JUAN DE GRIJALVA'S ex
pedition. LAS CASAS rep oris how GRIJALVA after the disembarkation held a 

126 Bre ve Noticia 6 apunles de ws usos y wstumbres de los habitantes del Y sthmP 
de Panama etc. Copy of the original manuscript in BA~cROFT Library, Berkeley, California. 

127 HOD!£s: Ancient art etc., fig. 37. 
125 MAcCURDY: A Study of Chiriquian. antiquities, p. 68. 
129 I bid., p. 202. 
130 MACCURDY, op. cit., figs. 345, 346. 
131 Ibid., fig. 329, and p. 198. 
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' mass whereafter the chief of the Indians in return had food given to them. 
t Thereafter the description continues: "Acabada 1a comida, mand6 traer e1tZ 
~. Cacique a1gunas joyas de oro en granos grandes, aunque parecia estar fun
~'. dido; algunos zarcillos para las orejas y narices, ciertas sartas de cuentas 
~-
!'" gruesas y menudas, que debian ser 1a sustancia de madera, pero muy bien 
~., doradas; otras 15 0 20 cuentas grandes, doradas, y a1 cabo una rana de oro 
,. 
?}. 

muy suti1mente 1abrada; un ajorca de oro, muy rica, de cuatro dedos en ancho, 
:;' otra sarta de cuentas doradas, 'con un cabeza de leon de puro oro, y otras ' 
~.~ . sartas con muchas cuentas, y a1guna que tenia 70 y mas dellas doradas, y a1 
-::- cabo una rana de oro a1 propio hecha; .. '. 132." The infonnation about the 
it' golden frogs is affirmed by GOMARA. In his list of the objects which JUAN DE 
~ '" GRIlALVA received is mentioned among others "una sarta de cuentas de oro 
;t buecas, y con una rana dello bien hecha" 133 . . 
~:~~ . 
e' 
.~ ~ 
~: 

~~ ..~- ' 3. S cuI P t u res inS ton e. 
~= 

:~::. . If we finally pass on to frog-portrayals in Colombian territory in other 
;; . materials than those already discussed there remains to mention the motive 
~. partly in rock-carvings and partly as independent stone sculptures. ' As far 
:( . as the former are concerned the motive is a common occurrence. RESTREPO, 

for instance, portrays in his archaeological atlas (pI. XLIV) a large rock
canTing with a number of figures which are obviously frogs. LAZARO M. 

,., GIRON has portrayed rock-carvings with frogs from the Fusagasuga 
t;"." district 134 &c. 
; -. ' t.:, ·. · As regards the independent stone sculptures in frog-form I allude to the 
fi- large, roughly-sculptured toad-figure from Matanzas which is · known from 
~~ PRE~SS' excavation in the territory about the springs of Rio Magdalena. Ac
~. ' .cordmg to PREUS,S 135 the natural appearanc~ of the stone gave the sculptor 
*': tile idea of more definite shaping. In a stone-setting at Rio Lavapatas PREUSS 
i:: .also . discovered a large frog sculpture in stone 136. 

~~::... 

~::. 4. Va rio u sot her mat e ria 1s."", .: 
1....... 

::-~ . To what extent the frog-motive has been used among the culture people in 
to. Colombia in other materials than those which have been mentioned is, as has 
~.. .been pointed out before, difficult to say. From the tribes now living in Co
f lombia we find the frog-motive painted on wood and as gourd-ornament among 
~. the Choco IndianS which, however, cannot be referred to the formerly treated 

Colombian tribes. NORDENSKIOLD 137 has reproduced one of the painted wooden 
figures which the Choco Indians hang around the hut in which a sick lies 

132 LAS CASAS: Historia de las Indios, 1. III, p. 186. 

133 001,fARA: Conquista de ;\1tjico, p. 298. OOMARA says that the objects originated' 


.. from "los indios de Potonchan, de Sant Joan de Ulua y de oiros lugares de aquella costa". 
134 Las piedras grabadas de Chinauta y Anecuta, pI. 1, and p. 5--6. 
135 PREUSS: Monumentale vorgeschichtliche. Kunst, Vol. 2, pI. 5, and Vol. 1, p. 15. 

· 136 PREUSS: Reisebrief aus Kolumbien, p. 113. 
137 NORDENSKl()LD: lruiianerna pa Panamanaset, fig. 75, and p. 97. O. M. 27. 27. 750. 
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during the incantations of the medicine-man. A center-figure painted in black 
may well be interpreted as a frog. A collection of gourds from Choc6 at 
Rio Sambu, at the museum of Gothenburg, are furnished with frog-figures .138. 

I 

These gourds have been used at incantations and drinking-bouts. 

Postscript. 

lio not here concern myself with the . roll of the frog-motive in Central 
and North America where it, as is known, plays a frequently occurring roll. 
One needs only to think of records in the literature about scattered finds of 
frog-figures in clay which have been made.in the Central American states, its 
appearance as u ina l - glyph among the Mayas, its great use on effigy-vessels 
in the Teotihuacan culture, its appearance in the Mexican Mss, its occurrence 
among the Pueblo Indians, and in the south-eastern states in North America, 
&c. For the West Indies I have referred to LOVeN'S treatise. 

Again, as far as South America and the roll of the frog as muirakitii
motive is concerned I have unfortunately first at the time when this paper 
went to press heard of HEGER'S article "Muyrakitiis" in the transactions of the 
Americanist Congress in Rio de Janeiro, 1922 139. This author suggests re
stricting the term muirakitii to include only the '.'small, 'pierced, often zoomor
phic pendants in nefrit which are found in a rather circumscribed area around 
Obidos at Amazonas" 140. According to the same author the place of origin 
for the material is not yet known but may be situated in the un-investigated 
ierritory round the upper course of the rivers Yamunda and Trombetas which 
have their origin on the southern slopes of Sierra Acarahy (op. cit., p. 259). 
HEGER further asserts the significance of the muirakitiis to be quite unknown, 
wherefore I consider the information from HERIARTE and from the Kagaba 
myihology about frog~shaped muirakitiis used as purchase money for women, 
of which I have earlier spoken, to be of great interest. I shall consider it in' 
detail in a later paper treating the frog in the Indian myihology and imagina
iive world. 
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Text for the figures on the tables I-IV. : 

Table I. 

fig. 11: Necklace with C<!rved frogs from the Tucuna Indians. G. M. 30.40.115. 30. 
fig. 15: Muirakila-like steatite figures from Paramos de Apartaderos, Venezuela. The 

ethnographical museum of Geneve. · Collection-nwnbers: 8495 (upper left), 8496, 
8492, 8494, 8491 (lower right). Photo museum in Geneve. 1/1. 

Tab I e II. 

fig. 18: Wooden box from fue coastal territory of 'Peru; the ornamentation On one long
side with the frog-moti\'e G. M. 30. 11. 1 a. 30 . 

fig. 29: Edge fragment with frog, turned inwards towards ·. the mouth of the vessel. 
Manizales. Antioquia, Colombia, from UHLE. '/3' 

Tab I e III. 

fig. 23: Toad from Valle Vir.u, Peru. G. M. 28.18.18. 
fig. 25: figural vessel representing a man, the nose-point and lips of whom are los!. In 

the face he has two painted frogs. Valle Chicama, Peru. G . M. 30.28.3. 30. 

Table IV. 

fig. 26: Clay vessel from Chimbote v,rith two plastically formed frogs looking towards 
the mouth of the vessel. R. M. 16.107. 30. 

fig. 31: A, c1ay-tabl~t with golden figures, among others frogs, from Lorna del Pajarito, 
after ZERDA. The genuineness is questionable; B, D, model-stones for the hamme
ring of golden frogs, after UHLE and RESTREPO; C, frogs in lumbago-alloy, after 
CREQl'I-Mo:-\TFORT and RIVET; E, after URInE AKGEL; F, golden frogs from 
Popayan, Cauca, after UHLE; 0, golden frog from Pacora, after BRYCE-WRIGHT. 

Abbreviations used: 

G. M. = Gothenburg Museum. R. M. = Ethnographical State Museum, S10ckholm. 
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